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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes

1963-1964

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 4 , 1964
To :

~11 Members of the Faculty

From :

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SubJect:

February Meeting

The next meeting of the University Faculty wil l be held on Tuesday ,
February 11th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
l.

Nomination by the Policy Committee to fill a vacancy
on the Graduate Committee -- Professor Swihart.

2.

Revised policy on academic freedom and tenure
Professor Swihart. (Statement attached.)

3.

Recommendation for increase in total hours for B.B. ~degree -- Dean Finston.
(Statement attached.)

4.

Mr. Jon Michael, by a letter directed to the President
of the University, has requested that the faculty re consider its action taken in June 1962 which struck
his name from the list of Business Administration
students who were recommended for a degree. The
President sent the Michael petition to the Policy .
Committee and the Policy Committee , after deliberating
on the matter at some length, decided to place the
petition before the faculty along with all the relev~nt
and proper information (see the attached data) but with out a recommendation on the part of the Policy conunittee.
-- Professor Swihart.

5.

Report of the Library committee -- Professor Hamilton.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Faculty Meeting
February 11, 1964
(Summarized Minutes)
The February 11, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty was
called to order by President Popejoy at 4:00 p.m., with a
quorum present.
Professor Swihart, for the Policy Committee, nominated Profess o r
Wyler as a member of the Graduate Committee for Semester II,
1963-64, replacing Professor Crosby who will be on leave .
This nomination was approved.
Professor Swihart noted that at their Janua~y ll,1964, meeting,
the Regents had recommended certain changes in the revised
policy on academic freedom and tenure approved by the Faculty
on March 19, 1963.
(These changes were detailed in a memorandum to the Faculty which accompanied the agenda.) After
description of each of these proposed changes by Professor
Swihart, the Faculty approved the changes and the policy as
newly revised.
Professor Goode, on behalf of the College of Business Administration, recommended that the number of hours required for the
B.B.A. degree be increased from 120 to 124, to accommodate- a
new data processing course required of all students. This
recommendation was approved.
The agenda included a six-page summary relating to the case
of John Michael, the awarding of whose degree was withheld
by.the Faculty at its meeting of June, 1962. Professor
Swihart supplemented the written summary with a general resume of the case and concluded by recommending (on his own
behalf, not that of the Policy Committee) that Mr. Mic~ael
now be granted his degree.
Prolonged debate resulted in the
defeat of this motion and also of an amended motion which
~alled ~or granting the degree with an indication on ~he . .
ranscript that its conferring had been held up for disciplinary reasons.
The meeting adjourned at 5:40 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

.....

),

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
February 11, 1964

The February 11, 1964 meeting of the University Faculty
as called to order by President Popejoy at 4:00 p . m. with
a quorum president .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY If the meeting will please come to
order, we will take up the i terns on the agenda . The first
ne is a report of the Policy Committee, which will be a
reconunendation for the vacancy on the Graduating Committee.
Professor Swihart.

Replacement
on Standing
Committee

PROFESSOR SWIHART Professor Glenn Crosby will be on
leave of absence next semester, making a vacancy on the
Graduat~
Committee.
The Policy Committee has nominated
Professor Oswald Wyler to fill that vacancy .
I move the
Faculty confirm that nomination.
PROFESSOR GOODE
MEMBER
POPEJOY
ay "aye."
FACULTY

Second.

Question.
There is a call for the question.

All in favor

Aye .

POPEJOY Opposed?
carried .
The second item is also
f
••
.
O
reed
the Policy Committee on the policy on academic
om ana tenure.
Professor Swihart.

a report

· d icated
·
· the rnernoran d urn a tt ac h e d to the
agend SWIHART As in
in
a regarding the revised policy on academic freedom and
Ure th R
1.
ado' t e egents have suggested 5 changes in the po icy
l
p ed last March. The Policy Committee thought, and
amenabl
·
that
erhaps 't e t o your suggestion on this, Mr . Ch airman,
1
epar
Would be best to vote on each of the 5 changes
th:!e!~ and then vote on the entire policy as it will stand
P)l. l.me rather than voting on all the changes at once•
· ange icy Committee recommends to you, the Faculty, that the
s Which are noted in the memorandum, and which I will

Revised
Policy on
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
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discuss individually, all be adopted.

I

We have worked with the Regents and there have been a
number of problems raised. Some of the items which are
contained as changes here are the result of discussion
and compromise representing both the Policy Committee's and
the Regents' attitudes. We have all had a hand in the
drafting of the changes.

:t

The first change, which is an addition to Section 3(g)
of the policy, appears on page 2 and reads, "Not less than
60 days prior to the final decision date for granting tenure
to a faculty member the Administration shall notify the
Regents individually of that faculty member's decision date."
The problem out of which this grew was some concern on the
part of the Regents, on terms of very short probation period,
and the ability of the Regents to know, prior to the expiration of this time, who had been hired, say, on a one-year
appointment. This was suggested as a possibility. The
Regents would know when a decision date was corning up and
the Administration could inform them of this, either by mail
or in
· the form of an agenda. I move the Faculty adopt this
change in Section 3 ( g) •
PROFESSOR BARTON

n
. .[

'l.

Second.

POPEJOY Are you ready for the question? There is one
additio
.
.
.
·
n
na 1 point
I might
mention,
Professor Swihart. This
.as the effect of approval by the Board, in a sense. That
ls,
· given
·
·
b odY
of thnoti. ce ~s
and, in that sense, the governing
h e institution has received notice. This method was
hought better than having an item such as this appear on
0 / . ag~n~a for approval -- as far as the individual concerned,
individuals concerned.

MEMBER

Question.

ena POPEJOY Are you ready to vote? All in favor of the
•aye. ~ent suggested for Section 3 ( g) , indicate by saying
FACULTY
POPEJOY
SWIHART
n Section 4

Aye.
Opposed? • •

Carried.

The next change was a minor change in lang ua ge
hat
, Which I think had a major impact. The language
You Will
note in the amended provision is that "Written

4
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notice that a faculty member in probationary status is not
to be continued in service . • • " .
That language in the
policy adopted in March was , "Written noti c e that a prob ationary appointment is not to be renewed . • • " The problem
t he Regents had with that language " not renew" was that it
made another probationary appointment .
The change in language merely indicates it is not another probat ionary period
be ing added .
In addition under Section 4, part (3) -- which
is down about two-thirds of t h e way -- there is chang e from
"at least 1 2 months if t h e faculty member has served two
years or more, " to "at least 12 months prior t o the expiration of the faculty member•s last contract in o ther cases . "
This was to correct a defect in Sectio n 4,, Part ( 3) wh i cl
would have violated an A . A. U . P. rule and, since we are
attempting to conform to A . A . U . P . requirements, I think
that was an important change . And the last change in that
section was merely to change , in the next line, "If the
minimum notice date is not met in the last year of prob at i onary appointment, • • " to "If the minimum no tice date
is no t met for the last year of probationary service, • • "
si nce, in all cases , it would not be met in the last year
but prior to that time .
I move the Faculty adopt Section 4, as amended .
GOODE

Second .

POPEJOY

Professor Hendrickson .

PROFESSOR HENDRICKSON The last sentence of Section 4 ,
1 suppose, referred to items (1) and (2) ?
It is a little
unclear to me .

:~e

SWIHART Yes .
It would refer to any of them, other than
last year of probationary service .
If it were a probat ~~nary period of five years , n o tice could be g iven in the
ira Year, but if it wasn't sufficient to meet t h e fourth
Year ' there could be another year of service .

..

POPEJOY

Are you ready to v ote?

MEMBERS

Question .

ina.

ouestio n .

POPEJOY All in favor of the c h anges in Section 4,
l cate by saying "aye . "
FACULTY

Aye.
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POPEJOY

. . . .

65
Opp osed? •• Carried.

SWIHART The nex t change is in Section 23, the effective
date provision which app ears on page 11. The only changes -two changes -- here are: Since the Regents were going t o
approve the policy before thllS meeting, there would need to
be some change of the " app roval by the Faculty and ratificat ion by t h e Regents. 11 That was changed to "approval b y
indicating its
the Faculty and a p proval by the Regents,
prior approval by either body so that, after t h is meeting ,
if t he policy were a pproved b y this Faculty, it would t h en
become operative. The other ch ange adds the last two sent ences in Section 23 concerning notice periods and indi c ating
they would go into effect July l, 1964. That is not parti cularly relevant since I think the same notice provision as in
this policy would be app lied even before that time, b ut the
Regents wanted to be sure there was no conflict in determining
when the notice provision would go into effect.
11

I move the Faculty adopt Section 23 as amended.
PROFESSOR HUBER

Second.

POPEJOY I see no hands for questions. All in fav or of
the changes suggested in Section 23, indicate by saying " aye. "

h

FACULTY

A ye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

SWIHART

Profess or Swihart.

And finally, there were two additions made to
statement of principles -- the 19 40 statement of
Pr7nciples of the A A u p
whi' c h would be applicable to this
univers .
• • • •'
a
ity. Those two changes are to mak e a (d) and (e) on
R ge 2 of Appendix I of the policy.
The problem that t h e
s:gents raised was that Section (b) of the original A.A.U.P.
· the
cl atement ' th at "the teacher is entitled to freedom in
· discussing
·
fu assroom
l
in
his subject, but he should b e care... · hn ot to introduce into his teaching controversial matter
"· le h
h
as no relation to his subject. 11 This does not cover
at the t
.
re1
eacher is to do wh en controversial matter is very
a: vant to the problem under discussion in the classroom.
it t shouia his attitude be on t h at point? The Policy Cornnd ee felt that statement could be improved upon considerably
Secti a~ a re~ult, Section (d) of the policy came into being·
Prov· . (e) ls, in addition a paraphrase of the Penn State
ls1on
'
on that problem.

7 general

•

carried.
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I move the Faculty adopt (d) and (e) which are appended
to the academic freedom provision of the 1940 Statement of
Principles of the A.A.U.P.
PROFESSOR VERNON
MEMBER

Second.

Question.

POPEJOY You are ready for the question?
indicate by saying "aye.

All in favor,

11

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed? ••

Carried.

Professor Swihart.

SWIHART I move that the Faculty adopt the amended policy
n academic freedom and tenure.
PROFESSOR CLARK

Second.

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER May I ask for a clarificati~n of
one item? I had a question on non-tenure. What page was that?
SWIHART

Academic freedom for non-tenure?

ALEXANDER
SWIHART
ALEXANDER

M

y es.

Page 6, at the bottom.
Page 6?

I was curious to know whether the

may" carries over.

SWIHART

I'm sorry?

Does that
ALEXANDER The word, "may" and "may submit.
carry over to the waiver?
•• I still haven't found it.
11

SWIHART
ALEXANDER
SWIHART

It's on page 6.
Oh

it's the top of 7.

In the 14(b)?

In the second line, third w rd?

.ALEXANDER Where it says, "he may then request a formal
aring
· 1· f th e wor d "may" comes in
r
• • • " ana I was wondering
The language sounds to me, and I
6 n~ of "submit" also?
ondering if the intention of the phrase, "and he may

he

I
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67

submit a written waiver of the traditional right of non-tenure
teachers to nondisclosure of the grounds upon Wlich they have
been released." Does it mean he must submit a waiver?
SWIHART That's right. He may request but, if he does,
he must submit a written waiver.
ALEXANDER I think it would be clearer if "must" were
inserted there.
SWIHART

I agree.

ALEXANDER

I know.

The problems of approval when you •••
I don't want to raise the problem

of approval; I want clarification only .

SWIHART

I would like for it to appear in the Minutes

of the Policy Committee, and I will write it on this copy

that will go to the Policy Committee, that they feel that
that reading would mean, "he may then request, " and, if
he requests, he must submit a written waiver.
ALEXANDER If he must submit a written waiver, does this
mean he asks that his rights be waived and that, therefore -~ stumbled over too many negatives in here. Maybe I have got
it straight now, 11 • • • the grounds upon which they have been
released shall not normally be made a matter of public
record. 11

SWIHART

The traditional right is described thereafter.

ALEXANDER Normally he does retain the right, as to
Whether the grounds for release shall be a matter of public
record.
SWIHART

That's right.

ALEXANDER

And now he must submit a waiver of that right •

. SWIHART That's right, because a verbatim transcript is
going to be taken, which will be subject to publication.
ALEXANDER
cation only.

Thank you very much.

r~P!JOY

This is for clarifi-

lllent
There is a motion to approve the entire docuto Vote? ront of you, that has been seconded. Are you ready

Question
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L

POPEJOY All in favor of the motion to adopt the revised
policy on academic freedom and tenure, indicate by saying
"aye ."
FACUL'IY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried.
I believe when t ne Faculty
passed this before, I expressed thanks to the different committees involved.
I repeat that statement today.
I believe
t 1at the year or two -- I can't remember how many months
have been involved, but the Administrative Committee, the
Policy Committee, the special committees, the Regents,
t he Committees of t h e Board and others have spent a great
deal of time on this document and, I think, out of it has
come a meeting of the minds on the matter, and I believe
that all parties concerned have learned a great deal a t out
the principles of academic freedom and about t h e procedures
which should be followed by institutions believing in these
policies .
I would be interested to know sometime wheth er
or not any other university in the land has s u ch a complete
statement on the procedures involved in this question. I
haven't seen any yet.
CLARK May I ask a question along these lines?
any plans been made to publish the full statement?

Have

POPEJOY I would suggest that a copy of the statement
be made available to the A.A.U. P . offices in Washington,
and t nat the Association of American Colleges, which joined
t?e A.A.U.P. in the formulation of the principles in the
first place, also be advised by the -- possibly by the
Secretary of our Faculty. There are any number of other
Places the document could go, but I think those are the
most important ones.
PROFESSOR WOLLMAN A few months ago the offices in
Wash ington sent out a questionnaire
·
··
·
· t ies
·
to universi
and
colleges throughout the country requesting information
~egarding academic freedom and tenure policies. They
ad a deadline in response of December 17th and we filled
;ut t hat questionnaire on the basis of our old policy.
hust the other day a letter came from Mr. Joline saying
e not·iced we were still operating under the old rules
and he wondered whether there had been any change, an d I
~·
111 now respond to him by sending him this copy as
approved

.

POPEJOY Fine. We will move to the third item on
t he agenda.
This has to do with an increase in the total

Increase in
Hours for
B.B.A. Degree
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hours for the B.B.A. degree in the College of Business
\dministration .
Professor, Goode, I believe, will present
this item.
PROFESSOR GOODE The College faculty recently approved
an increase of 4 hours , from 120 to 124, as the number of
degree hours for the degree of B.B.A. This change is
desired to accommodate the new data processing course
required of all students. This will permit students to
maintain the same number of non-business hours .
I move
t he approval of this increase.
PROFESSOR HUBER

Second.

POPEJOY There seems to be a paucity of questions
today. All in favor of the motion, indicate by saying "aye."
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY Opposed? •• Carried.
Item 4. Professor
Swihart , you again have the honor of presenting Item 4.
SWIHART

At the June, 1962 Faculty meeting, excerpts

of the official record of which I have included in the last
6 pages appended to the agenda, the College of Business

. .

Administration recommended their candidates for degrees.
Included among t h em was Jon Howard Michael. This Faculty
t . en, by motion, struck that name from the list of College
of Business Administration candidates who would be recome~ded for a degree.
There was a length discussion, as
~videnced by the excerpts that I have placed in the material at t ne end of t h e agenda, and that is only a portion
of the discussion. The general comments were that there
w~~ a good deal of information, a good deal of material
w lch was not known.
The Policy Committee felt, when we
:ve been working with the matter, that it was the feeling
0 h the Faculty at that time that when more information
s ou1a b e secured, more evidence could be garnered, tha t
th·
a ~s matter would come back before the general Faculty
nd a reconsideration of the matter might at that time be

a e.

t . The point II which appears on page 3 of that infortra ion 'wh.ich gives an analysis of the law enforcement
a eatment of Mr. Michael, indicates that Mr. Michael signed
·
· on Apr 1· 1 25 ,
196confes
sion
to the charges made against him
2
· A couple of comments about that confession: As far

Jon Michael:
Award of
Degree vs.
Charges of
Grand Larceny

t'°'i
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•

as I know, this has never been corroborated by any kind
of in-court introduction. As you will note, later Michael,
although he plead guilty, then plead not guilty .
It was
over officially when t h e case was dismissed, and he was
under a "not guilty" plea. The confession, however -- I
checked with his attorney and there seemed to be no
indication it was in any way coerced or sjg ned as a result
of some improper indication of favored treatment. As I
said, there was no indication it was an improper confession but , secondly, it was not an official document either.
The confession indicates t h at Michael, with oth ers from
his fraternity, had stolen certain equipment from various
campus offices, as detailed in the first couple of points.
He did make a sale of one of the i terns of equipment, as
indicated in point 3, and he had, in point 4, indicated
an improper statement -- a falsehood -- before t h e Student
Standards Committee, of wh ich he was a member. And point
5 -- and I will read this because it should not be subject
to change from what is stated from his confession:
"Those
keys I told you about were used to enter off ices and copy
test answers but not for ourselves . We obtained them for
fraternity brothers . "
A complaint was filed against Michael that resulted

in an information accusing him of t h e theft of the Bolex
camera . You will note this was in September, 1962. He
plead guilty and then changed the plea; you will note that
on October 1, 1962 he entered a plea of not guilty. Judge
Macpherson heard the action and, on October 5, 1962, he
~eferred action on the case, admonishing Michael t h at
lf he stayed out of trouble for a period of time, he
W~ula hear a request for dismissal of the charges against
lm . This, with the recommendation of the adult probation
Off'
leer downtown, was the case and, on June 14th of last
Year ' the case was dismissed
.
.
.
by Jud ge McManus. During
e last school year before this action was finally taken
downt
'
Pres·down, Mr. Michael ' through a letter addressed . to the
of the University asked that we reconsider t h e
deter1 ent
.
.
'
.
Th mination that was made in the June, 1962 meeting .
was passed on to the Policy Committee for our
t at letter
S Udy
W
t
·
e, at that time, took a vote that we not sub mi. t
/ the Faculty a recommendation that he be given a deg ree
t~st Year and sent t h at indication of our action back to
mue·President of t h e University who then, I assume, comnicated that to Mr. Michael.
This year we again received, through the same route,
a letter Wh ich I have included on pages 5 and 6 of these
aterials -- a letter from Mr. Michael to President Popejoy

{
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I
.i:

. ...

;.

asking again that we consider the matter. The Policy
committee, after going into the facts which I have outlined very generally for you, decided to reach no conclusion . We did first -- let me back up a step -- ask
the College of Business Administration for their view
on Mr . Michael . Their statement was that they were in
the same position as they were in June, 1962 at the
Faculty meeting . They were prepared to recommend him
for a degree on the basis that he had completed all the
requirements for the degree and that they had not changed
their feelings about that.
It was a general Faculty
action which struck his name from that list. The Policy
Committee then discussed whether or not to make a recommendation to this Faculty. A vote was taken on that
question and the conclusion was that no recommendation
by the Committee would be given to the general Faculty,
and that is the way the matter stands.
I did ask the
Committee that I be freed of any kind of obligation to
the Committee to proceed on a completely impartial view
and that I be free to make a recommendation of my own,
which I would do now , in making the motion that Michael
be granted the degree from this University, and I will
ma e that motion , indicating to you that that is purely
personal and no one on this Committee has given me any
freedom to speak for anyone but myself, but that freedom
has been given.
I will move that Mr. Michael be granted
the degree, and I would like to dis cuss that motion if
iliere is a second .
GOODE

Second .

POPEJOY

Captain Bassett .

F
CAPTAIN BASSETT I think, in all fairness to the
aculty, before getting involved in a vote on whether to
grant
~
or not grant the degree, they should be aware of
one fact . I have done a little investigation into this
h~e statement which Mr . Michael has made at t h e end of
b ls letter to President Popejoy, where he says:
"I have
een accepted to the program commencing in March of 1946
~~cont·
t·
ingent on the award of my degree at the present
lme wh. h
.
.
Sit '
:c , I understand is not homogenous with U~iver~. y ~licy .
Inasmuch as that kind of places a little
~~estion b
.
him
a out whether or not to vote for or against
of ~h! cal~ed Washington and checked with Headquar~ers
the
Marine Corps to find out Michael's status with
m, and I got the following information: Before the
11
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incident which led to Mr. Michael's being denied the
degree, he had enlisted in the Marine Corps Reserve with
the intention of eventually entering their officers'
training program, which he refers to in the letter .
On 30 January 1963 , Mr . Michael was notified he was
being dropped from the officers' training program and
discharged from the Marine Corps Reserve. A check
with Headquarters this week has indicated that Mr .
Michael is not now under consideration for officers'
training and that, if he ever applies again, he will be
considered ineligible -- so that doesn't tie in with his
statement .
HUBER I find this rather interesting, Captain,
because I just received from the United States Military
a request for recommendation for officers' training, asking
me to fill it out as one of his previous professors -which, incidentally, I returned saying merely, "I choose
not to make any recommendation one way or the other."
BASSETT This may be a case of one hand not knowing
what the other is doing, but this information was received
as a result of a direct phone call to Washington .
HUBER My only point was, I just got this last week
and I wondered what was going on .
DEAN TRAVELSTEAD Is it true that Mr . Michael did
complete all the requirements for the degree at the middle
of the year before this question came up?
POPEJOY

y es.

MR . DURRIE

He d 1'd •

Ad . TRAVELSTEAD The next question: Did the off icia 1
0 t~~~ions Office of this University so inform Mr . Michael
When 18 point? For example, they do this quite frequently
people complete degrees in the middle of the year .
A
'
t hn · Offi cial
statement is sent to the person saying somef ing on this order, "You have completed all the requirements
or the d egree arrl it will be awarded in June." Th.is is
.
th
Mre 8 :cond question, whether such a statement was sent to
• Michael .

is thSWIHART I don ' t know.
Perhaps Sherman Smith -- or
ere an Admissions officer here? I think I have assumed
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that such a statement was forwarded, or would have been.
TRAVELSTEAD I think this is an important fact in
the sequence.
If the thing was completed, this other may
have a different relevance than if it was not completed.
POPEJOY

Dean Clark.

CLARK Mr. President, I would like to speak in favor
of this motion, and I would like to d o so for several
reasons, but the main one -- it seems to me whether or
not he is going to be awarded a commission in the Marine
Corps is immaterial to this decision and if he is qualified to receive a degree otherwise , he ought to receive
the degree. And, in fact, if some good lawyer had a hold
of this, sorrebody would have mandamus-ed us a long time ago
for this degree.
I would like to ask a further question:
How did the Policy Committee get hold of it in the first
place?
POPEJOY The President referred it to the Policy
Committee for a recommendation, based on the assumption
that the University Faculty makes recommendations to the
Board of Regents for degrees and the Policy Committee is
t he usual committee for the President's office to use for
reactions and recommendations in these matters because the
College of Business Administration had already made a
recommendation based strictly on the fact that the requirem~nts for the degree had been completed, and I believe t h e
first time I communicated -- was there an action of the
!olicy Committee first, Professor Swihart, which you sent
ack to me?
SWIHART

y es.

POPEJOY

Does tha t answer your question?

Two years ago he sent us a letter.

Cornm ·CLARK The important point is, why did the Poli~y
t h ittee keep this from the Faculty -- what power did
ey have to keep it from the Faculty on that earlier
occasion?
POPEJOY Actually, I don't know, except to say that
t
he
Pr
r
esi'd ent referred it to the Policy Committee for
ecomrnendat·ion.

t he

SWIHART I am not sure I can answer that.
I was on
committee at that time and, at that moment, the people
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downtown were considering what to do with the Michael
case. It was our feeling, and it was a very close vote,
but at any rate, regardless of the merits, probably the
Faculty should have that information -- but it was our
feeling that we should wait to see what was going to
happen downtown prior to consideration of the matter.
The action by the Faculty in 1962, in which the name
was struck from the College of Business Administration
list, indicated that some further information was needed
before some final action would be taken.
CLARK Mr. President, my only point was that the
Faculty votes to confer degrees, not the Policy Committee.
This matter was kept from the Faculty by the Policy
Committee in 1963. That is the only point I am making,
according to the record here .
POPEJOY I think this is right and I think I should
share some of this responsibility .
I sent a copy of the
Policy Committee's recommendations which came to me to
Mr· Michael and I didn't hear anything more from him .
He seemed to assume this was enough at that time . He
later submitted an additional appeal .
PROFESSOR FLOYD I wanted to raise the point as to
whether this should be voted on purely on the basis of
whether to grant the degree or not without taking into
account one other point .
That would be, in all probability
this University will be asked to recommend this person
Within the next several years , and whether it might not
be the responsibility of the University, or perhaps the
Department concerned to make the person aware that this
Un·iversity
·
' done this and merely set forth the
student had
c·
ircumstances as we know them about what was done, and
that he had been on good behavior for a year .
If we don't
Put this in the record, I would assume, when the case fades
· 1i· t Y
tfrom mem ory , the University would have no responsi'b i
t~ tell what occurred.
Perhaps the per sons invo:ved ~n
e College of Business Administration at that time might
not know, first hand.
r wonder if there isn't some
responsibility regarding an inquiring employer .
POPEJOY

Professor Petty .

a
PROFESSOR PETTY Mr . chairman, r think the statements
~ev~ been quite clear . As to the motion, I don't see that
the case any good by further discussion; therefore
1
cai1 for an end to the discussion .

°

~~r::
(
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POPEJOY

Did you have a point?

PROFESSOR BOCK

I have been thinking of this issue for
a couple of weeks, very hard, and I would like to make a
few comments .
In the first place, I would like to cite
the text from page 109 of the Bulletin:
"Dishonest action
in connection with tests • • whether in the classroom or
out, generally will be cause for dismissal from the University . " I think on the basis that had we known of the
action in connection with stealing examinations, Mr . Michael
would have been dismissed from the University and there would
have been no question whether to grant the degree or not.
Mr . Michael stole examinations; that applies to at least
one professor about a final exam and I think that gentleman
is here today and could confirm this.
The question seems to be this: How important is the
degree? Presumably he has already received a great deal
from this University -- a four-year education .
I think we
are in danger of mis-evaluating degree granting in two ways .
First of all , is a man's life ruined by not receiving the
degree? No , I don't think so .
No more than it is ruined
by a year in jail, if he overcomes that lack .
Mr . Michael
had the alternative for two years of enrolling in another
University or college and transferring what credits they
would accept from here .
He has made no attempt to do so ~
or I would rather doubt it .
If all other schools would
refuse him a degree on the basis of his background with
the University of New Mexico, then so should we.

Mr . Michael can join the Marines as an enlisted man
.any time he wishes .
He might eventually get a commissi0n,
1 f he has what it takes, or he might enroll in one of the
cadet programs not requiring a degree . His police record
may make it impossible for him to get the required security
cllearance in any case -- but he wants to do it the easy way •
n b usiness,
·
a college degree is not necessary for a successful
·
·
f or h im
· .
A
.
career . Again, it may make things
easier
gain, this is what he is asking .
We can err in the direction of over-valuing the
9tantin
u
g of a degree, and I think we can also err by
nde~-valuating
it.
Is a man entitled to a degree by
P
Utting
t
.
m·.
ou a certain amount of money, putting
ou t a
lll lnimum amount of effort and fulfilling the ca.irse requireents? I
. recen t
Years • Idf a degree has come to mean less and. less inth'
trend' Won ' t think it is our job to.contribu~e to 1 is
•
e must ask ourselv es what will Mr . Michael earn
ana What Will other students ~f this University learn if

)
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we grant this degree? I think the student body will
learn more about our attitude toward education out of
this action, if it is done, than by all our lecturing for
the rest of the year .
They will learn what value we
place on the process of education; they will learn how
little we expect of students; and Mr . Michael wi 11 be
confirmed in his belief that if you cry long enough,
someone will make things easier for you. If they say,
as some students do, "I need a C in this class to get
my degree," nine times out of ten, I am afraid they will
get it .
Mr . Michael's approach to the University Faculty
all along has been one of "poor me -- poor me, · I didn't
get my degree . 11 His self knowledge has not increased one
whit, judging by the following passage from his letter:
"· • I subconsciously allowed my principles to be transcended by the former code of a small ethnic group . 11 What
does this mean? What does he understand about his own
actions? What are the implications of stealing examinations,
U~iversity property , lying to a professor, giving false
witness before the Student Standards Committee (of which
he was a member)? What do these actions mean in terms of
this man's attitude toward education, and toward this
University? Are we to reason that, because the civil
authorities dropped the charges -- and I wonder if they
~ould have if t h is University had pushed the charges as
have? -- that therefore, this poor lad should
bite could
'
I
given , not another chance but a degree? Has Mr . Michael
~ade any restitution to the injured parties? I wonder what
t e has done in the last two years beside stay out of
ro~b~e - - that is, not getting caught at anything? What
~ositive action has he taken that shows that his attitude
owara educational processes has changed? The educational
Process
i's supposed to affect in
. d.ivi'd ua 1 sin
· many ways, i'n
the·
D lr skills and attitudes.
According to one remark of
ean
Smith
'
h
. knowledge was on 1 Y
si·
s ere , I understand his
rna lghtly affected by attending this University . His skills
h .Y have been developed such as swimming and burglary, but
·
blsdatt itude
toward this' institution and its goals can only
e escribed as contemptuous.
favo 1 don't know Mr . Michael personally, and generally I
but r c~emency in actions affecting a person's future
di 1 firmly believe that granting this degree would be a
Prsservice to Mr Michael to the University, and to past,
esent
•
'
d
1
the A B ana future students here. We may do more to e~a ue
··degree here this afternoon than the worst enemies
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I ~~

'

of intellectual endeavor could accomplish in many years.
I, for one, will have great difficulty in answering for
myself and for others the question, What kind of school
is the University of New Mexico?
FACULTY

Hear .

Hear.

(Applause.)

ALEXANDER That was an eloquent speech, and I don't
intend to give another.
I would like to raise a question
which bothers me. I don't know Mr . Michael and I have no
basis upon which to evaluate him personally -- the qualities
of this person, his character, and wheth er he is sincere in
his contrition he has expressed in t h is letter. It seems
to me that is a very important point for us to consider.
In other words, rehabilitation of t h is person is item No .
1 in my concern about this whole matter .
I am not particularly concerned about the degree or anything else, but if
he actually earned that degree and is really contrite and
reformed, then I should certainly vote for bestowing it
upon him . On the other hand , there is still some effort
at subterfuge in t he letter and, if someone knows him and
can enlighten me •••
POPEJOY
Mr. Michael.
Does anyone?

I am not prepared to give you a report on
I

don't recall that I knew him as a student.

HUBER I am not prepared to answer your question
concerning whether he is contrite or not, or wheth er he
.:s rehabilitated, but I would like to make t h e observation,
1 he has earned the degree or he has earned t h e degree
after rehabilitation -- I think this is the question:
Whether he earned the degree? Is it merely a matter of
compl e t ing
·
a curricula with a c average or better, or
something more than t h at. This is the question raised
at Faculty meetings, and this is why I believe we should
search our consciences as to what we believe the degree
mpeans . I would also like to state t h at I agree fully with
rofess ~r C1 ark's fir st statement. These are dead horse
'l'he
M~rine Corps businessS1ouldn't have anything to do with
our f
t he 7n~1 decision; secondly, I don't think t h e felony, or
th civil action downtown, should have anything to do with
Wh: question, but rather dishonesty in academic matters
.
b lle on campus.
This was the basis of the motion
ma d e
y Y Profe ssor Wollman and seconded by Professor Vernon a
tear and a half ago
To question Professor Clark's point,
w·at had a good la~er handled the matter a writ of mandamus
ouia already have issued, I don't believ~ New Mexico has

7.

('
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any legal precedent on the books which holds that a
University may refuse to grant a degree even though the
actions were committed after t h e degree was actually
voted on, and these actions were committed before the
degree was voted on but weren't discovered until after
he had completed all t he course requirements, so I don't
believe the question of whether it is le g al to do this
or not ought to come into t h e picture. We ought to take
our own position and if New Mexico happens not to go along
or there is other precedent in the books and they can
force us, that is a different matter .
POPEJOY

Professor Vernon.

VERNON Professor Huber mentioned I seconded t h e
mot ion denying the degree, the motion being made by Professor Wollman . I did.
I have changed my mind .
I think the
degree s hould be granted and I do this on t he grounds
mentioned by Professor Huber. That is, I, in the intervening period , have tried to fig ure out what the degree
means, whether or not somehow we gave moral judgment
along with the degree.
I was Chairman of t h e ad hoc
committee in the department wh ich reviewed t h is and I
have concluded t h at it seems to me that t he degree is
certification of completion of a specific number of hours
of course work and does not certify anything concerning
the man's moral character. If it certifies more t h an that,
we are operating in an awful void. Of course, you people
;ay know more about your students than I do about my 15 or
~ graduates , but I really am not certifying good moral
c ~racter when we grant degrees and I don't think the
U
nive
·
f
rsity
would. This man did complete t h e required hours
0
course work and I think he should be granted the degree.
POPEJOY
I would like to recognize you in order, on
the basis of the hands seen, but I have forgotten.
Professor
Freedman .
st
PROFESSOR FREEDMAN I wonder, too, what the degree
stand~ for.
In respect to t h e boy's activities, was his
ea ling examinations
.
·
·
nat.
t h e first report of stealing
exam1t ions ever heard on campus? Was anything done before
o stop st ealing
.
·
t 'i1em.?
liaa
examinati o ns before he was stea 1 ing
co anything been done to stop the fraternity system of
ntro1 s 0 it
· wouldn't encourage this k ind
·
· ?
Obv·
o f th ing.
J.ously his reference to an ethnic group means the social
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group which doesn I t discourage this kind of thing .
I
think the gist of the question -- the boy found himself
on the student Standards Committee. All the good
fraternities and sororities try to g et their members
on the Student Standards Committee. This boy operated
in a moral atmosphere to which he was accustomed and
I don't think he should be sing led out on this one particular thing and punished in this way. As for the matter
of criminal action, don't we have students at the State
Penitentiary who are taking courses by correspondence?
I don't think I understand the attitude.
Don't we?
Are you concerned about giving credit for the c urses
only if they are ready for parole? The credits are
entered on the books and presumably then can count t ward
a degree .
POPEJOY Are these supposed to be questions,
you want answers?

r do

FREEDMAN I would really like to have an answer, but
the answer isn't essential to my point .
POPEJOY

Dr. Libo.

PROFESSOR LIBO I think the basic question is whether
the degree was earned in the academic mechanism and I
think, t h ere, the answer is II no. 11 If he had bribed a
professor -- if we would have had a dishonest professor
0 would have given a g rade, he wouldn't have earned
the degree -- if we found out about it. If we know he
cheated and stole examination papers, how can we say he
darned the degree?
I think that is the basic issue. We
on' t have to be concerned about whether he has rehabili~ted, his character or personality is maladjusted, or
w ether he committed moral transgressions in the general
comm ·
1 unity , but only whether the academic rules were folowea , and he has broken them.
POPEJOY

Did I miss anybody up there?

tio~ROF~SOR WOLF Mr. President, just a point of i1forro t. ·
e plea of not guilty was entered as a leg a
hu ine matter, or entered intentionally by Mr. Michael.
a may reflect on his sincerity.
POPEJOY

SMITH

Does anyone have the answer to t h at?

I think I do. I think the plea of not guilty
essential in order to obtain a release on bond.

80
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It was legal rout ine.

This is my belief.

CLARK I don't know wh y you should assume t h at.
he reason for a plea is to have t h e issue joined so you
can argue whether he is g uilty or not guilty. That is
the reason for the plea.
SWIHART The issue is whether or not you find, on
evidence before you, and I think it is the evidence
e are given, not some k ind of rationalizati on in think ing ,
•well, he is bad in this area, therefore he mu st have done
this. " The issue is whether or not he earned this deg ree.
ere is no evidence in any way that he cheated in earning
is degree. The statement made, and I read it s o I would
ot cause it to be subje c t to misinterpretation -- t h e
tatement, and t h e only statement which he makes, and
hich I would consider as our evidence in determining
ether or not he cheated on his particular course wo r k ,
as: "Those keys I told you about were used to enter
offi ces and copy test answers but not for ourselves.
It seems to me you need to read the whole sentence.
If
you believe the first part and that is wh at you use as
b .
as1s, then why not believe the whole statement? -ot out of some kind of notion that,
sure, we draw
conclusions, and that is wh at we are going to d o when
vote on this matter.
But I would prefer to read the
c nfession and read the entire sentence, including the
/ t which says they didn't steal examination answers f o r
selves; they didn't use the theft of examination
swers to accomplish some kind of result in a course.

[

11

11

11

Coll One other point: I promised Dean Finston o f the
poa· :~e of Business Administration that I would mak e his
nd\ i on on this matter clear.
He is not able to be here
acui e ap~roached me and asked that I indicate to the
rea ty his position was any one of a number of possible
. er on
esons th a t Mr. Michael should get t h e deg ree, eith
i ngrouna he had completed the requirements for graduai n ana all this occurred after or on t h e ground there
0 Sp
,
'
c r
ecific indication he cheated on his particular
se Work, or on the ground if he did and if it is a
t er
of
'
n
. punishing him, or "off with his head, " he had
t Punished enough -- two years is sufficient -- and
·
l arWe don't continue
to punish this one person ou t o f
a 1 ~e group. Downtown they have a folder in the safe
ey
there Were a number of other people involved and
re 90 .e not subject to this same disability.
I f we
1
tre1 n~ to adopt some theory we s h ould al so adopt a
' to the others and trea t
e at1v e t heory of punishment
qua11y
.
r
'not single
out this one person and, f or
d teasons at this point if not two years a go , we can
Q
•
I
9 1.ve him a degree.

a;

•

-
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I am trying to see a hand that hasn't been

POPEJOY
up before .

MEMBER

I wonder if stealing for others isn't worse.

Stealing for himself is bad enough but stealing for others
is undermining the whole basis of the University, which
is academic honesty in the community itself. I would think
this a more heinous er ime.

FREEDMAN

What do we do? Withhold the degrees from
all fraternity and sorority members?

MEMBER

Yes .

WOLF
It seems to me the argument presented here -obviously we have regulations governing academic honesty.
If we are going to say, "any we catch, ignore them, " we
s~ould delete the sentence from the catalog . Whether he
lied or told the truth when he said he stole the examination
pape~s for others is not important . Maybe he did or didn't
~ it for himself .
Still, he participated in a dishonest
P~ocess. We all know there are untold instances of academic
dishonesty and the only ones we can punish are those t nat are
brought to our attention, and if we don't punish those that
~re brought to our attention, we should strike the rules•
h would argue here with Professor Swihart that perhaps he
.. as been penalized enough, but I think the question of
..hcademic h onesty is
· the one upon which
·
he should be grante d
degree or not . Whether he committed a felony of this
1 ~ seems to me irrelevant
but there is a question of
ca emic dishonesty and the 1 penalty should be imposed.

c·:

POPEJOY
MEMBER

POPEJoy

Were you up before?

There is a new one .

I d on't have a legal mind, but I h ave d one .••

The secretary is having difficulty hearing.

11 PROFESSOR DUKE

Victor Duke .
First of all, I think
i c~!a~~ agree that the receiving or giving of information
byh·
ing, whether you supply it or receive it.
I think,
. is. own admission he is a cheater.
I think, by his own
1
· ss1on ' regardless' of whether it is on t1 ~e blotter d ownoin' .he is a thief and I think if we could check the
·
th·cidence of dates' of the business with the Marine
Corps,
Whether
l.ink possibly we will also find he is a liar.
s PU'
·
.nished
or
not
I
don't
think
is
our
prerogative.
0
· the Faculty vote after the academic
· require·
nts think
h
' if
ave been satisfied according to the particular college

]_
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if t he Faculty vote is just a matter of f o rmality,

it
should be eliminated an d I t h ink a motion should b e made
if t hat is the case.
If t h e g eneral Faculty vote to
approve a person f or a d e g ree means more than satisfaction for academic r e quir eme nts, t h en I t h ink it should b e
delineated and we find ou t wh a t we are really voting f or.
I would be disapp ointed if the University, b y its a c tion,
allowed a per son of t h is calib er to h ave a degree from
this institution. I say let him g et his deg ree -- h e
can go to t he University of Hawaii, which evident ly is
less discriminating, and g et his de g ree. I will not have
a part of it.
PROFESSOR HEIMRIC H I would like to ask a question.
Where did he get these keys ? Did one o f us let h i m have
::>ur particular key t o our o ffice and, if we did, mayb e
we should be on trial.
POPEJOY

You are n ot

asking me wh ere he got the k eys ?

TRAVELSTEAD I don't want to belabor the point made
earlier but I still t h ink it is qui.te relevant. There are
two or three different conditions being discussed and I
t'l 1'nk
we ought to iso late them .
If on February l, 1962
th is man had completed all the requirements for a deg ree,
and I t hought this was true -- if so, they notify him, as
many students are who finish in t h e middle of the year,
and it has the official stamp of the Registrar, "You have
completed the course requirements (and so o n -- I don't
~emernber the wording) • • and the de gree will be awarded
in
.
.
.
th June · " If it
is
true that after this point
he commi. t t e d
po ~se acts , or other acts we may know about, they are, in
a : t of time irrelevant because , after he is certified for
egree, that is beside the point .
PROFESSOR THORN I am rather concerned b y t h at stateent becau se it
· sounds to me like the Registrar
·
· pu tt ing
·
Jut
is
obv· something that isn't true because I think it is pretty
sp ious that the degree can't' be granted until we have
ent a g
.
d .
the .
reat many man hours sitting here voting, an 1.n
. individual colleges. Apparently this does mean someing
and it
· is
· sort of telling a story to put out t h e
~f
and or~ation that they have completed all the requirements
e' lf the statement really says that, regardless of
de1e0t~tcome of this issue we should either look into
ing th
,
.
at t he t. e . Faculty action, or having the Faculty acti on
ime in February, or changing that statement .
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POPEJOY I am not prepared to answer that question,
except in this way -- that a number of people graduate
in mid-year, or finish the requirements at mid-year, and
t ey need to s 11ow t h at the academic requirements for a
degree have been completed in order to secure a teaching
certificate, for example, or perhaps be employed by some
corporate enterprise, but I am not sure t h at we say t h at
he has completed all of the requirements for the degree
because it is obvious there is another requirement, which
requires the vote of t h e College Faculty and the University
Faculty -- and the Regents, as a matter of fact -- before a
degree is granted.
But we do make, each year, a number of
statements to the effect t h at the academic requirements
have been met.

.i:

TRAVELSTEAD May I just finish this? I think this
should be brought up and looked into further because if
the University, in good faith, is making a statement that
is not consistent with later Faculty action, if we say
that a degree will be awarded, then we are play-acting
here in June when we decide whether it will be or not.
On t ne oth er hand, if we issued such a statement in this
case and such a statement went to him, it is quite a
commitment on the part of the University.
POPEJOY

You haven't been up before.

PROFESSOR TOBIAS This is just a query with reference
to the statement of Dean Travelstead. Wouldn't the question
of whether he completed the requirements :fb r a degree or
not be dependent on when the examinations had been stolen?
.
TRAVELSTEAD Yes, it would.
it was all after this point.
MR• DURRIE

POPEJOY

That is wrong.

Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY

It is my understanding

I should like to move the question.

I need some help.
Second, and a vote on that.

I believe this is a privileged motion?
Yes, it is.

It shuts off debate.

And takes a two-thirds vote?

84
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MEMBER

It takes a two-thirds vote.

POPEJOY

There is a motion calling for t h e question,
and no debate on t h is motion .
MEMBER

Was it seconded?

POPEJOY
PETTY

Somebody seconded it.
I seconded it.

POPEJOY
hands .

I expect we had better vote by a show of
All in favor of t h e motion, show right hands .

MEMBER

What is the question again?

DURRIE

A motion to call the question.

SWIHART A point of order, Mr . Chairman. I think it
~hould be explained, if a motion calling for the question
16 voted upon, then t h ere can be no further debate .
If
this motion is defE?ated, the debate can go on.

POPEJOY

Thank you very much. The motion · is a call
for the question.
Is that clear? If the motion passes
we Will vote immediately on the question.
MEMBER

But it takes a two-thirds vote to pass it.

POPEJOY A two-thirds vote on this to pass it,
according to Dr. Ried.
the tFREEDMAN Do abstentions count in the figuring of
WO-thirds?

POPEJOY
DURRIE

I am sorry you raised that question.
Two-thirds of those voting.

two~t~~PEJoy
Plea

The chair is prepared to rule it would be
lrds of the votes cast . All in favor of the motion,
se hold up your right
.
hand s.
DURRIE

POPEJoy
DURRIE

(After counting)

50 votes.

All opposed to the motion, hold up right hands.
(After counting)

31.

The motion is lost.

50 to 31 •
Professor Freedman.
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FRREDM~N May I ask some real questions, not rhetorical
, nes? I genuinely don't k now how to vote on this and I wou l d
like to know the answers.
Have any students before Mr. Mi chael
cheated on examinations, or b een caught cheating -- or
stealing - - or giving answers to oth ers? Has t h eir g radu ation been held up?
SMITH Students have b een suspend ed from t he University
for this reason. I would assume that t h at, in t h e broad
sense, would be holding up g raduation.

FREF.DMAN But is t h e g raduation h eld up p ermanently ?
Can we assume tha t Mr . Michael has been suspend e d for two
years?
SMITH

I t h ink t h ere h as never been a situat ion wh ere

a student has completed all the de g ree requirements and
Where t h e degree h as b een wi thheld b y t h e Faculty b ecau se
~f disciplinary reasons.
FREEDMAN Then it is safe to assume that all t h e students who got degrees have never been caught stealing
examinations?
POPEJOY I think the c h air can answer t h is question.
Faculty members have a great deal of auth ority in t h is matt er
of disciP1 ine
·
for cheating and, in my experience h ere, have
f
ouna occa sions
·
· ·
· t he
of Faculty members failing
a student in
1
c ass when cheating takes place .
Am I right in this ?

MEMBER y es .
f
POPEJOY In other instances, a student receives a D
or turni
·
d
of a
ng i n a paper prepared by someone else. I hear
"f case like t h at this semester so we do have a variety
" Pract ·
'
disc · 1 . ices by Faculty members where the auth ority for
1
. t h e case
'
,
imesP ine mos tl Y rests in
of cheating
.
Someee, matters are broug ht to the Student Standards Commit tne' aso~e~irnes t hey are not brought to this Committee, b u t
ec1s1on 15
·
f h
made in an academic atmosphere o t e
departm
nivers ~~t of t he faculty member. Whether or n ot the
for ch 1 ~ ever graduated anyone wh o rec eived a D or F
eating I cannot say; I can say there is a p ossi·b 1·1 1· t Y·

I know of at least two cases.

FREEDMAN
Ofessor WollmManay I just pursue this one more , and ask
and Professor Bock wh y t h ey t h ink in this

<..
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c e stealing examinations, confessedly for others, should
b punished by withholding the degree from this student
w ile, in the past, like offenses have not been punished
in t · s way?

WOLLMAN Since you have directed the question to me,
I w uld like to reply.
I am not saying what the penalty
h, ld be, but saying very definitely the matter of acaic dishonesty cannot be ignored.
It seems to me that
ust be the central point of the decision. Whether he
as been penalized enough by denying the deg ree, or
ould encourage him to go somewh ere else and trans fer
i credits is a decision he has to make, but the core
f t e argument is as to how we make our decision, and
it ust rest on the question of academic dishonesty.
POPEJOY

I don't believe you have been up, Dr. Wynn.

PROFESSOR WYNN If a student is brought before t he
Student Standards Committee and admits he has c h eated on
n examination, it is possible he can be suspended from
University, and it is entered on his permanent record
it I if I am not sadly mistaken, the notation that this
t~dent has been the vict.im of disciplinary action by the
~versity, and if he applies for admission to another
l~ersity, t h at University may write to our personnel
office for details about t h e trouble the student was in
n this University, and this is open and above-board
c demic practice, as I understand it, all over the country .
t I wish
·
Mr . Macgregor were here to confirm for us that
de~ts have been suspended from this University for
ating -- not many on first offenses, but students
ve
f thbeen sus~ended and not returned to get a degree.
ey took it up at anoth er institution, I am sure
.
d some explaining to do on t h e basis of this nolon.
r~~OFESSOR CLARK I don't want to argue this unnecli~ Y• I don I t know Mr. Michael; I never saw him in
nt e, and I think all the moral judgments and states are interesting
·
and appropirate for Faculty members
;ught to be much clearer headed about wh at to do•
t
aculty sat as a body at the end of Semester I
ad
'
lt Of in
June and t n is matter was broug h t t o t h e
ha y' We might have looked at it differently· Now
ve had all kinds of things happen after the first
ter. I question whether or not the degree would
en ·
dec·a withheld at that time ' and it seems to me we
1 e Whether or not he earned the degree, and
as happened to him afterwards .
PUnis ment has

th:
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failed pitifully in these matters . We subject people
t o great humiliation.
I disagree with Sherman Smith
about people who have left and are so humiliated b 1ey
never come back. We so humiliated one of t h em in my
class over 20 years ago -- we so humiliated t h e person,
he never came back.
Punishment ought to have some kind
of limit. We, of all people, ought not to be so moralistic about continuing punish ment for an indefinite period
of time.

MEMBER

Just one little point to bring two and two
together. Michael was caught wh ile still a student,
although he had finished h is requirements for course
work, according to t h e records.
I think we should put
t ose two and two together.
If he was caught wh ile he
was a student, he would have been dismissed; therefore,
there is no question •••

POPEJOY

Is there agreement on this?

SWIHART No. No.
He was not a student at the time
t~e information came to light. He was a student at the
tll!le the acts complained of were committed . Actually
no kind of action occurred until after the February when
he had completed his degree requirements.

the WO~F . I would like to comment on a point made at
beginning of the statement which hasn't come up and
t~~ht to be taken into consideration, and that is that
dis man would have been either suspended or dismissed.
ah'
. is theft of examinations been detected at that time
so,
in ef f ect, only his good luck, really, that was
.l
nvolvea -- only his good fortune that the theft was no t
det
co ected until later on.
Further, he did nothing to
· h t he information
·
·
· own vo 1 1· t ion,
·
so e f orwara wit
of his
I
be Wou lan t we be simply rewarding Michael for having
en clever enough to conceal the crime long enough to
Plete hi' 5 course work?

POPEJOY

TOBIAS

Professor Tobias.

This is in response to Professor Clark.
p n't think his argument is any less moralistic than
tofessor
Bock's.
0

I

liUBER If this debate doesn't do anything
·
tegarai
e 1 se,
ess of which way the vote goes , I think it points
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up soroothing that needs attention by this Faculty and
the Administration. I can speak to Dean Wynn's point with
assurance and to Dr. Freedman's question concerning expulsions, and so on.
I have sat many years on the Entrance
and Credits Commission. Students have been caught falsifying applications for admission to this University after
they were admitted and wn ile they were students.
In nearly
every case, if not every case, where they were caught and
brought before that Corrunittee -- and I can remember in
recent years a number of cases -- these students were
expelled from the University on the ground of such falsification . That expulsion is almost inevitably for a period
of one year .
SMITH

You mean suspended.

HUBER Suspended -- expelled -- I don ' t know the
technical difference to the University -- but thrown out
of the University for a minimum of one year, which is the
usual case . There have been six months in a couple of
:ases I can remember. A student, however, cannot get back
in the University until he comes back to the Entrance and
Credits Committee with a request to be reinstated and, a
~ew years ago, that Corrunittee did pass a regulation requiring that such a notation be placed on the permanent record
and that it remain there, that he had been brought before
the Committee for falsification of records and been
expelled or suspended -- whichever is proper. Not all
st~dents who have been so dismissed came back and requested
breinstatement, although some have and some who h ave h ave
teen let back in .
I don't know of any who have come back
bat weren't let in, but I won't take an oath there haven't
een such cases . There was a policy of the University on
c7heating put out a considerable number of years ago -- 6,
8
'lO - - which says the most a professor could do on his
0~
·
· h'is course, i·s to
r· n, wnen h e catches someone cheating
in
jive t. 1at s t udent an F, and the policy
·
·
·
h e is
· the
sole
indicates
th J~dge of whether a student has cheated or not, though
ere ls a warning in that statement from the Vice-Pres
.
. d t' s
Off.
1. en
lee
th
t
.
th t . a the Faculty member should be very, very certain
·
· he d oes th·is, h e
is are his. evidence
is considerable; that 1f
ana quired to report it to the Student Standards Committee
Co ~hat any further action is taken by the Student Standards
ll\Initt
.
treat ee · I am aware of first hand knowledge of varying
go b ments by the Student standards committee as the years
stuay -- perhaps properly so perhaps not -- between one
'
.
.
d , some
are ent a n d another .
Some are
expelled or d1sm1sse
not; others are put on probation . There is a la ck of
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consistency of treatment. There is, at present, a sub-committee
that Professor Vernon referred to, to study a restatement
of function of the Student Standard s Committee. Also t h ere
is a committee that works out of t h e Student Council trying
to come up with some kind of statement where the Student
Standards Committee will be given functions to h andle these
kinds of student disciplinary matters with more consistenc y
t an has been the case in the past. I don't b elieve, personally, that we sh ould be concerned with wh at students d o
off this campus; this is my own personal opinion. That
should be left to t he civil auth orities. I do believe,
however, that what students do do on t h is campus, as far
as dishonesty and so on is concerned, is our concern and we
should certainly come u p with some kind of consistent treatent where those catalog statements are applied with a c ertain
degree of equality, as distinguished from inconsistenc y in
cases in the past. And, if nothing more, t h is debate, I
believe, will point up t h is need and perh aps out o f it will
co~e. some action that will prevent this type of t h ing from
ans1ng again.
POPEJOY

Professor Petty.

h' PETTY I have a question along the same line. Suppose
t 15 student is extremely persistent and decided he wanted a
de.,ree from the University of New Mexico and was willing t o
come back here and go another year if necessary .
Is t h ere
anyth
·
·
'
.
ing in the catalog and in our present mode of operation
t
0 prevent his re-enrolling in the University?
Who could
answer that question? could Dr. Smith? Is there anything
hat would prevent his re-enrolling as thing s now stand?
Paen, the second question: If he did, how would this
CUlty vote one year from now, or one year from re-enrollment?
POPEJOY I think I can answer. There is noth ing on h is
tt ransc
·
. . ript
or records which wou ld prevent re-enrollment at
eis institution and nothing on the transcript which wou ld
t r sent officially to another institution if he planned to
ansfer · Does this seem reasonable?
afte FREEDMAN Wouldn't the delay in granting t he deg ree
for? r he had finished t h e requirements have to b e accou n t ed

POPEJOY Not by the University. The institution mi gh t
e11 wr.l. t ea letter to the University asking wh y t h is
. 1 apse.

ou1a F~EDMAN I wonder if I could ask Professor Swih art.
e consider an amendment, if we granted t h e deg ree,

S9
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if there were an indication on the transcript that the
degree was held up for this period for disciplinary reasons?

Let me take t h at.
I t n ink the amendment would
erve no useful purpose because I am sure that is the way
the t ranscript would read anyway.
SMITH

FREEDMAN

That is wh at I wanted to know .

It carries all the dates and the semesters.
ere would be no explanation.
SMITH

FREEDMAN
SWIHART
MEMBER

I am asking t h at an explanation be added.
No.

Is t h at an amend me nt?

FREEDMAN I asked would he accept it as an amendment.
e says , "no." I w'll
1
wi'thd raw 1·t •
MEMBER

POPEJOY
MEMBER

I move the question.

That requires a two-thirds vote, and no debate.
What are we voting on now?

POPEJOY

We are voting on wh ether or not to vote on
. question. There is a call for the question and a
tion · If you vote -- two-thirds of the peop le v ote for
·
t
All
infmotion ' we wi· 11 then vote on the question
nex.
avor
of
th
·
·
·
d
·
by
emotion to vote on the question, in ica t e
a show of right hands.
DURRIE

That is more t h an a •••

The Secretary concedes the vote. Does anyone
ote?
1.m? •• The vote passes . Are you now ready to
111· yo There is no debate.
All in favor of t h e motion -u state t ne motion, Professor SWihart?

POPEJOY
nauenge h.

SWIHART

The motion is that t h e Faculty vote to
ena Jon Michael for a degree.

MEMBER
-

PoPEJoy

Ye . •

p CULTY

Second.
All in favor of the motion, indicate by saying

Aye.
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POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No .

POPEJOY

The chair rules that t h e negative votes are

in t he majority.

SWIHART I would like to call for a show of hands so
this is in the record.
POPEJOY All those in favor, please indicate by a
show of right h ands.
DURRIE

24.

All opposed?

POPEJOY

VERNON

I concede, Mr . President .

DURRIE

Do you want a count?

FREEDMAN Mr. President, I have been asked to move my
amendment with the possibility of getting a vote .

MEMBER

Make the motion including the amendment.

FREEDMAN

I move that Jon Michael be granted t h e

degree, With the indication it was held up for this time
a·isciplinary
, .
reasons.

for

PROFESSOR BAHM

Second.

POPEJOY

Do you want to speak to this amendment?

SWIHART

y es .

POPEJOY

This motion is debatable; you can speak to it.

Right away .

stateSWIHART You are proposing we grant a certificate wh ich
degres that he completed that much course work, without the
e, for disciplinary reasons?

~· MEMBER This motion is meaningless since it was already
intea out . . .
This is a new motion.

MEMBER
l.nformat.

Well, it has already been pointed out that this
ion Would be included .
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MEMBER

No, it hasn't.

SMITH Mr. President, maybe I had better clarify that.
Perhaps I misunderstood Mr. Freedman's question. He asked
about wnat the transcript would show. The transcript would
s ow that the requirements for degree -- the dates when
t'he requirements were completed and the degree granted
as of such and such a date, and the lapse of time would
be obvious to anyone wh o read it, but it would not be
explained.
THORN I would like to ask a question for clarification
in my own mind. You are asking for a specified number of
W:>rds to be put on -- added -- which would be unusual and
would call attention? You are asking for a short paragraph?

FREEDMAN

Just if anyone wanted to know the reason.

THORN The reason I feel strongly about the distinction
is that without comment of t h is sort it is not particularly
eye-catching.
SMITH

It is 30 months.

THORN I still think the date is something the eye
would miss in going over transcripts . I wouldn't see it
and I go over a lot of them -- and you are asking that we
t in a sentence stating why?
MEMBER
POPEJOY
DURRIE

I move we adjourn .
A motion to adjourn is always in order.
We have one more item on the agenda·

·
·
· a 1 ways in
· order even
thou hPOPEJOY A mo t ion
to adJourn
is
ot ~ there is one item left on the agenda - - and it is
t aa~batable , incidentally . All in favor of the motion

J

Journ , in
· a·1.cate by saying
. "aye .

FACULTY
DURRIE

..

POPEJOY
MEMBER

ac l?oPEJoy
there?

11

Aye.
It wasn''t seconded .
Yes, there was a second .
Second.
Yes, there was a second .

Didn't I hear one
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Yes, sir.

MEMBER

POPEJOY You want to vote again? All in favor of
the motion to adjourn, indicate by saying "aye. II
FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY

The "no's" have it.

VERNON
HUBER
VERNON

I move the question.
Which question?
The question on the motion and amendment.

POPEJOY The motion is to grant the degree with a
stipulation that the transcript list that the delay -- the
time lapse -- has been the result of disciplinary reasons .
Do you want to state it again?
FREEDMAN The delay in granting the degree by the
Faculty was for disciplinary reasons
RIED Mr. President, I may be wrong but I think the
motion is out of order unless we pass another motion that
we wish to reconsider.
The Faculty voted previously not
to grant the degree to Mr. Michael. There is now a
reconsideration of that vote of the Faculty and there needs
to be another motion to reconsider the matter.
.
POPEJOY My reaction to that is that this motion is
different from the previous one in the sense it qualifies
the action of the Faculty. If we were repeating the motion
as it was put before, I think you have a point; the Faculty
:~Uld have to vote to reconsider. Arn I right? Some of
e legal lights here?
MEMBER

Question.

POPEJOY The motion as stated is to grant the degree
the basis of the qualifications mentioned by Professor
reectman, Which adds a sentence to the transcript that

;n
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the Faculty approved the degree with the stipulation
it should show that there was a disciplinary action
involved. The exact wording would have to be figured
out, if you pass it. Are you ready to vote? . . All
in favor, indicate by saying "aye."

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

Opposed?

FACULTY

No.

POPEJOY There is a division: the "aye's" seem to
have it but we had better vote by a show of hands. All
in favor, hold up hands.
DURRIE
POPEJOY
DURRIE
POPEJOY
MEMBER
POPEJOY

.

(Counting)

33.

All opposed, show hands.
(Counting)

40.

The motion is lost.
Question on the amendment, Mr. President.
There is not any motion before the house now.

MEMBER

I move we adjourn.

MEMBER

Second.

POPEJOY

There is a motion to adJ'ourn.

FACULTY

Aye.

POPEJOY

The motion carries.

1na·icate by saying "aye."

All in favor,

Adjournment, 5 : 40 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

AJ.~
John N. Durrie,
secretary of the Faculty
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To:

General Faculty
Dale Swihart, Chairman - Policy Committee

From:

Subject:

Revised Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure

~t the March 1963 faculty meeting the General Faculty approved
the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure which had been sub~itted to it by the Policy Committee. The Policy stated that
it would become effective when ratified by the Regents. The
Regents have now acted on the Policy and have made several
changes in it. These changes are as follows:
1.

Section 3(g) has been added by the Regents.

2. Section 4 relating to notice has been amended to clari fy
language and to comply with the AAUP notice standards.
3.

Section 14 (b) has been modified to clarify the wai ver

of the right of non-disclosure by non-tenure teachers.

4. Section 23 relating to the effective date has been
changed to allow the approval of the amended Policy by the
~aculty after the approval was given by the ~e~ents. Sect~on
3 also was amended to provide that the provisions of Section 4
would become operative on a specific date.

P . ?· Two statements were added to the 1940 Statement of
rinciples of the AAUP. These additions are designated as (d)
and (e) under the academic freedom section of the 1940 Statement
of Principles (which is Appendix I to the Policy)·
The
·
·
h Pol icy
Committee has formally approved each ofth ese f ive
~ a~ges and recommends that the General Faculty adopt the revised
olicy. The Policy Committee worked with the faculty-subcommi ttee
of the Regents on each one of these changes. Each change represents.a synthesis of Policy Committee-Regents attitude and drafts~anship. Prior to the adoption of the Policy by the Regents on
t~nuary.11, 1964, the Regents had submitted these changes to .
the Policy Committee and the Policy Committee had passed a· motion
·t Y
F at i' t would support each of these changes before the Universi
t~culty. The Regents were concerned that the Faculty.understand
~t the Regents acted on the Policy (including the five changes)
~~ior to submission to the Faculty only to expedite the process.
ofe Regents made it clear that if the Faculty did not approve
t~e changes in the Policy it should be returned for additional
con side ration
·
by the Regents.'

D.S.
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'JI

(As revised MarQA, 196~)
Section 1. §eneral Principles. The University of New Mexico approves
and adheres (where not inconsistent with this policy or the State
statutes governing the University), to the principles of academic
freedom and its correlative responsibilities for the Faculty and
Administration as expressed in the following statements approved by
the American Association of University Professors and the Association
of American Colleges:
(1) the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure (see Appendix I); (2) the 1958 Statement of
Principles on Academic Retirement (see Appendix II); (3) the 1958
Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings
(see Appendix III).
In addition, the University approves and adheres
(where not inconsistent with this policy or the State statutes governing the University) to the American Association of University Professors• 1929 Statement concerning Resignations (see Appendix IV).
~ion 2. clew Appointments. The precise terms and conditions of
every new appointment to the faculty shall be stated in writing and
given to the faculty member before the appointment is made. A copy
of this statement of policy shall also be given to the faculty member before his appointment.
Section 3. Probationary and Temporary Appointments; Reappointments.
The probationary period shall constitute the time during which a
person's fitness for permanent tenure is under scrutiny. Probationary appointments shall normally lead to permanent tenure. With the
exception of temporary and part-time teaching staff, all appointmehts to the rank of instructor or higher shall be probationary.
(a)

The probationary period shall not exceed the following
maximums:
(i)
Six years for all instructors and for those assistant
professors who begin service at the University before
having satisfied the specific degree require~ents.set
forth in Section 2 (c} of Part III of the University
Appointment and Promotional Policy (as revised May 15,
1962);
(ii)
(iii)

to

Five years for all others appointed as assistant
professor;
Four years for those appointed to the rank of associate
or full professor.

(b)
By written agreement the probationary period may be reduced
not less than one year.

shall (c) Once established, the duration of the probationary period
be su not be extended. The running of the probationary period shall
spended, however, whe n the faculty member is on leave of absence .
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If for any reason the probationary period ends during the academic
year, it automatically will be extended to the end of the academic
year.
(d) Full-time temporary appointments shall not be probationary
nor shall they exceed a total of three years, except in the case of
a person making reasonable progress toward an advanced degree at this
University. Unless such an exception has been agreed upon, a person
appointed for a fourth year shall be considered to be on probationary
status. In such an event, the probationary period may be reduced by
written agreement to not less than one year.
(e) Part-time service shall not be considered as probationary
service leading to the possibility of tenure.

(f) If a faculty member with tenure resigns from the faculty
and is later rehired as a full-time member, he shall have tenure.
~g) Not less than 60 days prior to the final decision date _for
granting tenure to a faculty member the Pdministration shall notify
the Regents individually of that faculty member's decision date·
Sec~ion 4. Notice. Written notice that a faculty member in probationary status is not to be continued in service will be given to
the.faculty member according to the following minimum periods of
notice:
(1) at least three months before the expiration of his
~ont:act during the first academic year of faculty probation~ry
ervice; (2) not later than December 15 of the second academic year
of such service; or if a two-year appointment terminates during an
academic year, at l~ast six months in advance of its termination;
and (3) at least 12 months prior to the expiration of the faculty
~ember's last contract in other cases. If the minimum notice date
15 not met for the last year of probationary service, the faculty
member shall have tenure. If any other minimum notice date is not
;e~, the faculty member shall have the option of remaining at the
niversity in temporary status for an additional academic year.
~ction 5. Resignations. An instructor or assistant professor who
wishes
t
·
·
·
not
1
resign
from the faculty shall normally give
no t ice
aess than three months before the expiration of his contract. An
mssociate or full professor shall normally give not less than four
r~nt~s· notice. Any faculty member may properly request that this
anquir7ment be waived in case of hardship or if he feels that observce might deny him substantial professional advancement.

°

rece·A.faculty member may properly give notice within.ten.days aft7r
to m!ving his contract (1) if it is not in his hands 1n_t1~e fo: him
the et the above requirements and (2) if he is not satisfied with
terms and conditions of the offered contract.
~-

Termination of Services of Faculty Member with Tenure.

termi~a) The services of a faculty member having tenure sha~l be
age O ated only for adequate cause, except at the normal retirement
fid r.under ext~aordinary circumstances due to demonstrably bona
e financial exigencies of the University.
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(b) Except in cases of admission or conviction of a serious
violation of the crimi nal code, the services of a faculty member with
tenure shall be terminated only in accordance with the procedures
outlined in this statement of policy. If the faculty member claims
his violation does not c onstitute adequate cause for dismissal, he
shall be entitled to the full procedures outlined in this policy .
(c) No termination proceeding based on academic incompetence
shall be instituted against a faculty member with tenure unless the
faculty member has been informed in writing of his alleged shortcomings and has been given a reasonable period of time in which to
remedy them.
(d) Except in the case of admission or conviction of a serious
violation of the criminal code which is found by the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee to constitute adequate cause for dismissal, the
faculty member shall be given a written notice of intention to terminate, with the reasons therefor, twelve months in advance of the
proposed termination date.
(e)
If a tenure appointment is terminated because of a demonstrably bona fide financial exigency of the University, the released
fac~lty member's place will not be filled by a replacement for a
period of two years, unless the released faculty member has declined
an offered reappointment with at least his previous rank and salary .

.§_g_ction.7. Suspension. Suspension of a faculty member during the
proceedings involving him shall be justified only if harm to himself
~r others is threatened by his continuance. Unless prohibited by
aw, any such suspension shall be with pay.
~ction 8.

Preliminary Proceedings.

ser ~a)

When a question arises concerning the termination of the
~lees of a faculty member who has tenure, the President shall
ordinarily discuss the matter with the faculty member in personal
~onference.
(Such question shall normally be initiated in the
aculty member's department) The matter may be concluded by mutual
consent at this point.
•
Cornm ~b) If the matter is not so concluded, the Faculty Advisory
Facu~ttee s~all be called into operation by the Pres~dent. The .
th
t y Adviso r y committee shall privately consult with the President,
ef~e~ a culty ~ember, and others, and shall p~oceed in~ormally to
Fa 1t an adJu s tment if possible. If an adJustment is not made, the
Prcu ty. Advisory Committee shall recommend whether in its view formal
aa 0t? ec dings to consider dismissal should be instituted. The recommen1ons s h all be sent to the faculty member and to the Presi' d ent .
ce d~c) If t h e Facul t y Advisory· ·Committee recommends that such pro·
· h saning
t d·
a e 1ng s s h ould be in s tituted, or if the President,
notwit
ce~~fornmen dat~on of t he Faculty Advisory.c~nu:1ittee against ~uch probe
gs , dec i d e s that action should be initiated, such action shall
Pol?on ducte d under the procedure established in this Statement of
i cy .
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Section 9 . Statement of Charges. A formal dismissal proceeding
shall be commenced by a communication from the President to the
faculty member and to the Chairman of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure containing:
(a) A statement giving, with reasonable particularity, the
grounds for the dismissal;
(b) A statement that the Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure will conduct a hearing on the charges;
(c) A statement of the time and place for the hearing, such time
being set by the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure to permit
the faculty member sufficient opportunity to prepare his defense;
(d} A copy of the pertinent University regulations and State
statutes governing his procedural and substantive rights as a
faculty member .
Section 10. Written Answer. Not less than two weeks before the date
set for the hearing, the faculty member shall submit to the President
and to the Chairman of the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
his written answer to the charges.
Section 11.
E.nd Tenure.

Proceedings Before the Committee on Academic Freedom

(a)
If the faculty member does not answer the President's statement of grounds, the Committee shall consider whether the stated
g~ounds constitute adequate cause for dismissal. If the Committee
finds that the stated grounds do constitute adequate cause, it may
conclude, without further inquiry, that the dismissal would be
proper .
h In its discretion, the Committee may investigate the truth of the
c arges and request that the President present proof thereof .
~o

The Committee shall forward its decision, with reasons stated,
the President and to the faculty member.

(b)
If the faculty member submits an answer as contemplated in
~ection 10, the following procedures shall be followed:
( i) The Committee, in consultation with the President and

the faculty member, shall exercise i~s independent
judgment concerning the public or private nature o f ~he
hearing. The faculty member's request that the h~arings
be private I however I shall be binding on the• Committee d.
( i i ) If any facts are in dispute, testimony of witnesses an
other evidence shall be received.
.
(iii) The President shall have the option of attending t h e
hearing. The faculty member and the President shal l
have the option of being represented by counsel o r an
adviser, or both.
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(a)
(iv) The hea~ing shall normally proceed as follows:
presentation of the evi denc e in support of the statemen t of grounds; (b) the f aculty member ' s evidence in
answer ; (c) the rebuttal evidence; (d) the faculty
membe 7 's rebuttal evidence; (e) closing arguments. If
the circumstance s warrant, the Committee may vary the
normal order of proceeding.
(v) The faculty member and the President, their representative s , and Committee members shall have the right, within reasonable limits, to question all witnesses who
testify orally.
(vi.) The Committee, if it deems it desirable, may proceed
independently to secure the presentation of evidence at
the hearing.
(vii) A verbatim record of the proceeding shall be kept and
made available to the parties concerned . The cost of
such record shall be borne by the University.
If
the faculty member's academic competence is
(viii)
questioned, the p r oof before the Committee shall be
insufficient unless it i ncludes testimony of teachers
and other scho l ars , either from the University or from
other institutions , and it shows that
(1) the facu l ty member's academic performance has
deteriorate d since he received tenure; and
(2) his academic performance is now typically
unsatisfactory.
The
faculty
member shall have the aid of the University
(ix)
Administration and the Committee, when needed, in
securing the attendance of witnesses and in obtaining
information necessary to his defense.
(x) Except as provided i n this paragraph, the parties shall
have the opportunity to be confronted at the hearing by
all witnesses adverse to them. When i t is impossible
for either party to secure the attendanc e of a witness
at the hearing, his statement which is t o b e introduced
at the hearing shall be reduced to writing and signed
by him, and shall be disclosed to the other par ty sufficiently in advance to permit such other party to
interrogate the witness before the hearing. If the
other party fails to interrogate the witness wi~hin a
reasonable time or if he does interrogate the witness
and the replies cf the witness are reduced to wri t i~g
and signed by him,the original statement together with
the replies, if any , shall be admissible in the h e aring.
(x i) The Committee shall not be required to follow fonnal
court procedure s or judicial rules of evidence.

~cti on 1 2

~

and

•

Consideration of Matter by Committee on Academic Freedom

( a ) I n the usual case the committee shall await the availability
lt a verbatim record of th~ hearing before proceeding to a decision.
\ t may r 7quest or accept writt n brie fs from the parties: Where
e Committee feels that a jus decis i on can be reached in the absence
~f

1
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of a verbatim record, it may, in its discretion, render a decision
without waiting for it.
In all cases, except in hearings instituted
by fa.culty members and administrative personnel under Sections 14
and 15 of this policy, the Committee shall render its decision with
full consideration of the fact that the University Administration
has the burden of proving its case. The Committee shall reach its
conclusions in executive session.

(b) The Corrmittee shall make specific findings of fact supporting
i ts conclusions on each of the grounds for removal presented. A
r easoned opinion normally shall accompany the findings and conclusions.
(c) The President and the faculty member shall be notified of
the Committee's decision in writing and shall be given copies of the
f indings, conclusions, and opinion.
(d) In the discretion of the Committee, publicity concerning the
Committee's decision may properly be withheld until consideration has
been given to the case by the Regents.
Section 13.

Consideration of Matter by the Regents.

(a) At the request of either the faculty member or
the Regents shall review the case. The Regents' review
based on the record of the hearing before the Committee
Freedom and Tenure, accompanied by opportunity for oral
argument by the principals or their representatives.

(b)

the President,
shall be
on Academic
and written

The Regents will normally abide by the Committee's decision.

I f the Regents disagree with the Committee, the proceedings shall be
returned to the Committee with objections specified. The Committee
; ~all reco~s~der the case, following procedures hereinbef~re ~pecified
r the original hearing taking account of the stated obJections
and :eceiving new eviden;e if necessary. After reconsideration, the
Committee shall frame its decision and communicate it in the same
manner as before. After study of the committee's reconsideration,
ac~ompanied by opportunity for oral and written argument by the
Prine
·
·
1
d . ~pals
or their representatives, the Regents shall make a f ina
ecision.
Sec ti on l 4.
~

Academic Freedom of Non-Tenure Faculty Memb ers. All
.
t e ers of the faculty including those without tenure, are entitle~
· 0 academic freedom
Notwithstanding the University's wide discretion
ir n the d'ismissal of • non-tenure faculty members, the Universi
·
·t Y
a~~~gn~zes that such a dismissal may violate such faculty member's
all emic freedom.
If a faculty member withou~ permanent tenure
.
t eges that a decision to terminate his appointment or to deny him
f~~~ re is caused by considerations violating academic freedom, the
owing procedures shall be followed:
to i ~:) At th~ faculty member ' s re9uest, ~he Illdtter may b e s ubmi tted
ormal adJustment as provided in Section 8, foregoing.
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(b) If such informal adjustment does not satisfy the facult y
member, he may then request a formal hearing before the Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure and submit a written waiver of the
traditional right of non-tenure teachers that the grounds upon
which they have been released shall not normally be made a matter
of public record.
(c)
The faculty member shall then be entitled to the procedure
for adjudication set forth in Sections 11, 12 and 13, foregoing,
except that
(i) the non-tenure faculty member shall be responsib le for
stating the grounds on which he bases his allegati ons;
(ii) the normal order of proof established in Section 11
(b) (iv) shall be adjusted accordingly; and
(iii)
the Committee shall recommend a reversal of the termination only if it is shown that improper considerations clearly affected the decision not to retain
him.

Section 15.

Violations of Academic Freedom .

. (a) Non-termination Violations. Any time a faculty member
b~lieves that his academic freedom has been violated he may avail
himself of the informal adjustment procedures established in Sec tion
8 · If such informal adjustment does not satisfy him, he may then
request a formal hearing before the Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure.
Upon such request, the faculty member shall be entitled
to the procedure for adjudication established in Sections 11, 12 and
13 except that he shall be responsible for stating and proving the
grounds on which he bases his allegation and the normal order of
~roof established in Section 11 (b) (iv) shall be adjusted accordingly. If the Committee finds that improper considerations clearly
:ffec~ed the action complained of, it shall recommend appropriate
emed1al action.
h 1 {b) Administrative Personnel. Adrninistrati ve personnel who
o d . academic rank shall have available wi th reference to the
t erm1
·
'
· ht 5
na t ion
of their appointments as administrators,
the rig
conferre d on non-tenure faculty members in Section
·
14 ·
.§!ction
16 • Report of Violations Seeming
.
· l ations
·
·
fr
vio
o f aca d emic
eedom
h
.
ht
t
the
attention
of th
yw ere on campus may properly be broug
o
i
e Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee by anyone. In such
pnstances, the Committee shall ascertain whether the p erson or
p;~~ons involved in the alleged violation wish to pursue.any of the
th edures set forth in this document. If not, the Committee shall
en de ci. d e what other course to follow.
Section l
mb
hall be
~ · Involuntary Retirement. No facu~ty me er s
autho~ · involuntarily prior to the normal retirement age unless
ized by statute , and unless

an

i

(a) the facult member 1.·s eligible for retirement benefits
llUnediately upon such
y retirement; and
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(b)

adequate cause as defined herein is shown; and

(c)

the procedures established herein are followed.

Section 18. Adequate Cause for Involuntary Retirement. Adequate
cause for involuntary retirement of a faculty member shall exist
only
(a~, if the faculty member's physical or mental health has
deteriorated to such an extent that he currently is unable satisfactorily to perform normal teaching duties; and

~b) if it is determined that such disability is likely to persist
until he reaches the normal retirement age.

Section 19.

Procedures for Involuntary Retirement.

(a)
If the President believes that adequate cause exists to
rec?rnmend the involuntary retirement of a faculty member, he ordi~
nari~y shall discuss the matter with the faculty member, and, in the
President's discretion, with members of the faculty member's family.
If ~he faculty member then decides to retire voluntarily, he shall
notify the President in writing and the matter shall be closed.

(b)
If the faculty member determines not to retire, the President.shall refer the matter to the Faculty-Administrative Advisory
Committee for its consideration and recommendation.
(c)
The procedures oefore the Faculty-Administrative Advisory
Cornm1· t tee shall be as follows:
(i) The Committee shall discuss the matter informally with
the President and the faculty member and with other
persons suggested by the President or the faculty
member.
(ii) If, after such discussions, the committee believes that
probable cause exists to retire the faculty member, the
Committee shall arrange with the faculty member for his
complete medical examination under the supervision of a
physician qualified by the Educational Retirement Board.
The faculty member then shall arrange to be examined
and have a written report detailing the findings and
conclusions of the examination forwarded to the
Committee chairman. The University shall bear the
cost of such examination. The faculty member may
submit any additional medical or other reports he
considers pertinent.
(l.·1.·1.·)
On the basis of the informal discussions and of any
reports submitted, the committee shall make recom-.
mendations concerning the proposed involuntary ret~rement and state reasons therefor. Such recommendations
shall be sent to the faculty member and the President.
(iv) If the committee recommends against the involuntary
retirement the matter normally shall be carried no
further.
the committee's recommendation favors

If
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involuntary retirement, or if the President, notwithstanding a recommendation of the Committee favorable
to the faculty member, decides that the involuntary
retirement should proceed, action to retire him
involuntarily shall be commenced before the Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure.
(d) In such action the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
shall follow the procedures e~tablished in this statement of policy
dealing with dismissal. The decision of the Committee on Academic
Freedom and Tenure shall be reviewable by the Regents in the manner
provided in Section 13.
(e) Since the faculty member is eligible to retire, it is
expected that he will receive retirement pay, whatever the means of
his separation from the University. (Opinion of the Attorney General
#60-217.)

~ection 20.
(a)

Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.

Composition of Committee.
(i) The Faculty Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
shall consist of nine regular members and five alternates, all of whom shall be members of the Voting
Faculty with tenure. For the purpose of this section,
members of the Voting Faculty shall include neither
departmental chairmen nor others designated as exofficio members of the Voting Faculty in Article I,
section 1, (b) of the Faculty Constitution.
(ii) Not more than one member of any department shall serve
as a regular member or an alternate on the Committee
at the same time.
(iii) The Committee may appoint its own counsel. The University shall bear the cost of the services of such
counsel.

regul(b) Nominations. Nominations shall be made from the floor at the
n
ar faculty meeting preceding the election meeting. Additional
m:~s may be placed in nomination by written petition signed by five
1 ers of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty Secretary at
t~ast ten days before the scheduled election meeting. The agenda for
nome· election meeting shall contain the names and departments of all
inees.
nat (c) Election. Election of regular Committee members and altersemes shall be held at a regular faculty meeting during the second
nat::ter of each academic year. Election of regular members ~nd altermernb sha.11 be by a single preferential ballot. Regular Committee
Penders and alternates should be elected because of their known indean i~~ce and objectivity and because they can be expected to exercise
tions o~med judgment concerning the teaching and research qualifica0
other faculty members.
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(d)

(e)

(f)

Term.
(i)
The term of service shall be two years for regular
Committee members and one year for alternates. No
regular Committee member shall serve more than two
consecutive two-year terms. Present members of the
Committee shall serve until their terms expire. The
term of service shall commence at the start of the
academic year following election.
(ii)
Terms of regular Committee members shall be staggered,
with five regular members being elected in evennumbered years and four regul ar members being elected
in odd-numbered years .
Duties. The Committee shall
(i)
discharge the functions assigned to it under the provisions of this statement of policy ;
(ii ) from time to time review this statement of policy and
recommend appropriate changes in it;
(iii)
recommend approval or disapproval of applications for
sabbatical leave;
(iv)
make recommendations for appropriate changes in the
sabbatical leave policy of the University.
Alternates.

The alternates shall particiate in substitution

for regular Cammi ttee members only when

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

a regular committee member is directly involved in the
matter being considered;
the Committee is considering a matter directly involving a departmental colleague of a regular Committee
member; or
a regular Committee member disqualifies himself because
of his possible bias or prejudice against one of the
sides in the prospective hearing or is otherwise
incapable of serving.

bas. Alternates shall be called to serve on the Committee on the
·
· ·
mernbls of a d ra.wing
by lot ma.de by the remaining
regu 1 a.r Commi· tt ee
he ~rs. An alternate shall not participate in the prospective
· - b ":f reason of the provisions of this
·
·
h e wou ld
be aring
dis 1.r.
subsecti'?n
qualified if he were a regular member of the Committee .

of
(g) Ad Hoc Hearing committee. If by reason of disqualification
abo~:gular Committee members and al terna.tes under subsection ( f ) , .
ing
the number of regular Cornmi ttee members ~.nd alternates remain-:- _
tee
hear the particular matter falls below five, the Faculty Co~it
the ~n Academic Freedom and Tenure shall be disqualified from hearing
nine- atter · In that event the Po licy Committee shall draw by lot a
qua.li~ember ad hoc hearing cornmi ttee composed of fa.cul ty membe~s who
qua1 · f~ under the provisions of this section and who are not dis1 1.ed by reason of the provisions of subsection ( f ) , above.

t;
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Section 21. The Faculty Advisory Committee. The Faculty Advisory
Committee shall consist of the three members-at-large of the Policy
Committee who are elected by the general faculty.
Section 22. The Faculty- Administrative Advisory Committee. The
Faculty-~dministrative Advisory Committee shall consist of the
three members of the Faculty Advisory Committee and two persons
appointed by the President.
Section 23. Effective Date. This policy shall become effective
immediately after approval by the Faculty and approval by the
Reg 7nts and shall supersede all previous action or statements of
policy relative to academic freedom and tenure, except that the
probationary periods - established in Section 3 (a) shall apply only
to faculty members hired after th~ effective date of this policy .
The ~robationary period of faculty members holding probationary
appointments at the time this policy goes into effect will be _
governed by ~revious arran~ments subject to possible c~a~ge in
acco:dance with Section 3 (b) of this policy. The provision5 o f
Section 4 as to period of notice shall become effective as of Ju ly
l , ~964. Until that date the notice provisions of the previous
policy shall remain in effect .
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Appendix I
1940 STATEMENT OF PRiclCIPLBSl
The purpose of this statement is to promote public understanding
and support of academic freedom and tenure and agreement upon procedures to assure them in colleges and universities. Institutions of
higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further
the interest of either the individual teacher2 or the institution as
a whole. The common good depends upon the free search for truth and
its free exposition.
Academic freedom is essential to these purposes and applies to
both teaching and research.
Freedom in research is fundamental to
the advancement of truth. Academic freedom in its teaching aspect
is fundamental for the protection of the rights of the teacher in
teaching and of the student to freedom in learning.
It carries with
it duties correla t~ve with rights.
Tenure is a means to certain ends; specifically:
(1) Freedom
of teaching and research and of extramural activities, and (2 ) A
sufficient degree of economic security to make the profession attractive to men and women of ability. Freedom and economic security,
hence tenure, are indispensable to the success of an institution in
fulfilling its obligations to its students and to society.
Academic Freedom
------=-=-·-~--- -~----(a) The teacher is entitled to full freedom in research and in
the publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance
of his other academic duties; but research for pecuniary return
~hou~d be based upon an understanding with the authorities of the
institution.
(b) The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in disc~ssing his subject but he should be careful not to introduce into
~is teaching contro;ersial matter which has no relation to his subJ~ct. Limitations of academic freedom because of religious or other
a7ms of the institution should be clearly stated in writing at the
time of the appointment.
of

(c)

The college or university teacher is a cit~zen, a member

Wh a learned profession, and an officer of an educational inst~tut~on.
e~ he speaks or writes as a citizen he should be free from institutional censorship or discipline but his special position in the
c~mmunity imposes special obligations. As a man of learning and an
~ .ucational officer, he should remember that the public may judge
is Profession and his institution by his utterances. Hence he should

---l

Approved by AAC and AAUP in 1941.
2
i
The word "teacher" as used in this document is understood to
w~~~Ude the investigator who is attached to an academic instituti on
out teaching duties.
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at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint,
should show respect for the opinions of others, and should make
every effort to indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman.
(d) At the University of New Mexico the teacher recognizes
that he is responsible for the maintenance of appropriate standards
of scholarship and teaching performance, aimed at the goal of training the students to think for themselves. While the students have
a right to know the teacher's point of view on relevant controversial subjects, the teacher has an obligation to set forth fairly
and clearly the divergent opinions of other scholars, so that
the students may reach rational and independent conclusions.*
(e) The efficient operation of any institution requires
cooperation among its personnel. The teacher agrees, therefore,
to . abide by all regulations of the University, consistent with
this policy, and to perform to the best of his ability such
reasonable duties as are assigned to him by authorized University
officials.*
Academic Tenure
(~)

After the expiration of a probationary period teachers ~r
should have permanent or continuous tenure, and ~heir
services should be terminated only for adequate cause, except in the
case of retirement for age, or under extraordinary circumstances
because of financial exigencies.
1 nve~t1gators

In the interpretation of this principle it is understood that
the following represents acceptable academic practice:

(1) The precise terms and conditions of every appointment
~hou~d be stated in writing and be in the possession of both
institution and teacher before the appointment is consummated.
(2)

Beginning with appointment to the rank of full-time
~nstructor or a higher rank ., the probationary period sh<?uld not
xce7d seven years including within this period full-time
serv1
· all institutions
.
'
·
· t t0
the ce ~n
of higher education;
but su b ~ec
th proviso that when, after a term of probationary serv7ce of more
t an three years in one or more institutions, a teacher 1 7 called
a0 a~other institution it may be agreed in writing that his new
PPointment is for a probationary period of not more than four
Years
·
ry period
in
'even though thereby the person's total pro b a t iona
.
sev!he academic profession is extended beyond the normal ~aximum of
~ n Y~ars. Notice should be given at least one year pr7or to
b e expiration of the probationary period if the teacher 15 not to
e cont·inued in service after the expiration of that perio
· d·
academ(i~c)

During the probationary period a teacher should have the
freedom that all other members of the faculty have.

*Sub
1·
Of Asections (d} and (e) were added upon the approval of th7 Po icy
in 19Cademic Freedom and Tenure by the University of New Mexico
64.
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(4)
Termination for cause of a continuous appointment , or t h e
dismissal for cause of a teacher previous to the expiration of a
term appointment, should, if possible, be considered by both a
f'acul ty committee and the governing board of the institution.
In all cases where the facts are in dispute the accused teacher
should be informed before the hearing in writing of the charges
against him and should have the opportunity to be heard in his own
defense by all bodies that pass judgment upon his case. He shou ld
be permitted to have with him an adviser of his own choosing who
may act as counsel. There should be a full stenographic record of
the hearing available to the parties concerned. In the hearing of
charges of incompetence the testimony should include that of
teachers and other scholars, either from his own or from other
institutions. Teachers on continuous appointment who are dismissed
for reasons not involving moral turpitude should receive their
s~laries for at least a year from the date of notification of dis~1ss~l whether or not they are continued in their duties at the
inst1 tution.

(5) Termination of a continuous appointment because of
financial exigency should be demonstrably bona fide.
INTERPRETATIONS

~t the conference of representatives of the American Pssoc1 a t1 un
University Professors and of the Association of American Colleges
on November 7-8, 1940, the following interpretations of the 19 4 0
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure were agreed
upon:
of

. ,l

(1)

That its operation should not be retroactive.

( 2 ) That all tenure claims of teachers appointed prior t o the
endorsement should be determined in accordance with the principles
;:~ forth in the 1925 Conference Statement on Academic Freedom and
ure.

. ..,

th
( 3 ) If the administration of a college or university fee l s
th!t a t~acher has not observed the admonitions of Paragraph (c) o f
utt section on Pcademic Freedom and believes that the extramura l
co eran~es of the teacher have been such as to raise grave d~ubts
ch~~erning his fitness for his position, it may proceed ~o file
In ges ~nder Paragraph (a) (4) of the section on Academic Tenure.
teaP~essing such charges the administration should remember that
cit~ ers are citizens and should be accorded the freedom of
reslzens. In such cases the administration must assume full
·
·
·t Y
1'b·il1.ty
Pr Pons
f
and the American Association of Universi
to O essors and the Association of American Colleges are free
ltlake a
.
n investigation •
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1958 STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES ON ACADEMIC RETIREMENT
(A . A.U.P. Bulletin, June, 1958)
Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common
good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher
or administrator, or even of the individual institution. The policy
of an institution for the retirement of faculty members and administrators and its plan for their insurance benefits and retirement
annuities should be such as to increase the effectiveness of its services as an educational agency. Specifically, this policy and plan
should be such as to attract individuals of the highest abilities to
educational work, to sustain the morale of the faculty, to permit
faculty members with singleness of purpose to devote their energies
to serving their institution, and to make it possible in a socially
acceptable manner to discontinue the services of members of the
faculty when their usefulness is undermined by age.
The following is recommended practice:
1 . The retirement policy and annuity plan of an institution, as
well as its insurance program, should be clearly defined and be well
understood by both the faculty and the administration of the institution.
2 . The institution should have a fixed and relatively late
retirement age, the same for teachers and administrators• The length
of training of college teachers, their longevity and their h~alth
g~nera.lly are such that in the present circumstances the desirable
fixed retirement age would appear to be from sixty-seven to seventy·
.
3 . Circumstances that may seem to justify the involuntary retirement of a teacher or administrator before the fixed retirement
a~e should in all cases be considered by a joint faculty-administrative committee of the institution. This committee should preferably
~e ~ standing committee, but in the consideratio~ of spe~if~c case~,
eo i~terested person should be permitted to participate ~nits delibrations ·
(The above is not meant to indicate that the involuntary
ret~rn of an administrator to teaching duties need be regarded as a
retirement . )
4 · The recall of teachers on retired status should be without
~~nure and on an annual appointment. Such recall should ~e use~ o~ly
ere the services are. clearly needed and where the individual 18 ~n
0
~ od mental and physical health. It may be for part.or for full time.
Uch reca.11 should be rare where the retirement age 15 as late as ? O •
5 • The institution should provide for a system of retirement
annuities .
Such

act·

a system should:

( a.) Be financed by contributions made du 7ing. the . period of

ive service by both the individual and the institution.

1
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(b} Be participated in by all full-time faculty members who have
attained a certain fixed age, not later than 30 .
(c} Be planned to provide in normal circumstances and in so far
as possible for a retirement life annuity (including Fede ral Old Age
and Survivors Insurance benefits) equivalent in purchasing power to
approx imately 50% of the average salary over the last 10 years of
service if the retirement is at 70, and a somewhat higher percentage
if the fixed retirement age is younger.
(d) Ensure that the full amount of the individual's and the
insti tution's contribution, with the accumulations thereon, be vested
in the individual, available as a benefit in case of death while in
service, and with no forfeiture in case of withdrawal or dismissal
from the institution.
(e) Be such that the individual may not withdraw his equity in
cash but only in the form of an annuity.
(To avoid administrative
expense, exception might be made for very small accumulations in an
1~active account.)
Except when they are small, death benefits to a
widow should be pa id in the form of an annuity.
6. When a new retirement policy or annuity plan is initiated or
an old one changed, reasonable provision either by special financial
arrangements or by the gradual inauguration of the new plan should be
made for those adversely affected.

7.

It is desirable for the insurance program of an institution
to include the following:
(a} Life insurance on a group basis, in addition to survivors'
benefi ts under Federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance·
(
(b)
Insurance for medical expenses,
catastrophic) insurance.

including major medical

(c) Disability insurance covering long-term total disability
or any occupation for which the staff member is reasonably fitted,
·
·
d isa
· b 1· 1 1· t ~
bana pa Ying
half-salary up to a reasonable maximum during
efore retirement as well as continuing contributions toward a retireent annuity.
f
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1958 STATEMENT ON
PROCEDURAL STA1-JDARDS IN FACULTY DISMISSAL PROCEEDINGS

The following Statement on Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings has been prepared by a joint committee representing the Association of American Colleges and the American Association
of ~iversity Professors.
It is intended to supplement the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure by providing
a formulation of the "academic due process " that should be observed
in dismissal proceedings.
However, the exact procedural standards
here set forth "are not intended to establish a norm in the same
manner as the 1940 Statement of Principles of Academic Freedom and
Tenure, but are presented rather as a guide ..•. "
(The Statement was
approved by The Association of American Colleges in January, 1958,
and by the American Association of University Professors in April,
1958 . )
Introductory Comments
, .Any approach toward settling the difficulties which have beset
dismissal proceedings on many American campuses must look beyond
procedure into setting and cause . A dismissal proceeding is a
symptom of failure; no amount of use of removal process will help
strengthen higher education as much as will the cultivation of
conditions in which dismissals rarely if ever need occur.
Just as the board of control or other governing body is the
egal and fiscal corporation of the college, the faculty are the
academic entity. Historically, the academic corporation is the
~~~e~ . F~culties were formed in the Middle Ages, with managerial
hairs either self-arranged or handled in course by the parent
c urch . Modern college faculties on the other hand, are part of a
cornpl ex and extensive structure requiring
'
·
·
legal incorporation,
wi· th
steward
·
·
h
t
·
f
. sand managers specifically appointed to disc arge cer ain
unctions.

1

Nonetheless

the faculty of a modern college constitute an
7· n t erms
st
llective purpose and function. A necessary pre-condition of a
m rong faculty is that it have first-hand concern with its own
/rnbership. This is properly reflected both in appointments to and in
eparati
ons from the faculty body.
entity
·
·
of
co as ~eal as' that of the fa cul ties of medieval
times~

stana~ Well-organized institution will reflect.sympathet~c under- _
Plerneing by trustees and teachers alike of their respecti~e an~ ~om
anct mntary roles.
These should be spelled out carefully in writing
ana aade available to all.
Trustees and faculty should unders~a~d
ana gree on their several functions in determining who shall Join
actrni~~o shall remain on the faculty.
One of the prime duties ~f the
It se~stratcr is to help preserve understanding of those func~i~ns.
relat·ms clear on the American college scene that a close positive
strenlonship exists between the excellence of colleges, the
. . .
gth of their faculties, and the extent of faculty responsibility
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i n determining faculty membership.
Such a condition is in no wis e
i nconsistent with full faculty awareness of institutional factors
with which governing boards must be primarily concerned.
In the effective college, a dismissal proceeding involving a
fa culty member on tenure, or one occurring during the term of an
appointment will be a rare exception, caused by individual human
weakness and not by an unhealthful setting. When it does come ,
however, the college should be prepared for it, so that both instit utional integrity and individual human rights may be preserved
during the process of resolving the trouble.
The faculty must b e
wi lling to recommend the dismissal of a colleague when necessary.
~ the same token, presidents and governing boards must be will i ng
to give full weight to a faculty judgment favorable to a coll e agu e .
One persistent source of difficulty is the definition of ade qua te cause for the dismissal of a faculty member. Despite the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure and subs e que nt
attempts to build upon it, considerable ambiguity and misunderstanding persist throughout higher education, especially in the respe ct i v e
con~eptions of governing boards, administrative officers, and facul ties concerning this matter.
The present statement assumes that
individual institutions will have formulated their own definition s
of adequate cause for dismissal, bearing in mind the 1940 Stateme nt
and ~tandards which have developed in the experience of academic
ins titutions.
This statement deals with procedural standards. Those r e commended are not intended to establish a norm in the same manner as
the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, but
are presented rather as a guide to be used according to the natur e
and traditions of particular institutions in giving effect to both
fa culty tenure rights and the obligations of faculty members in the
academic community.
Procedural Recommendations
l . Preliminary Proceedings Concerning the Fitness of a Faculty
ember.
v
.When reason arises to question the fitness of a college or unin~~s ~!Y.faculty member who has tenure or.whose ~erm appointment . h:s
aru P7red, the appropriate administrative officers should ordin
at y discuss the matter with him in personal conference. The .
aa ·ter may be terminated by mutual consent at this point; but if an
b/ ~~trnent does not result, a standing or ad 112£ commi~tee ele~te d
ial e f~culty and charged with the function of rende:ing.conf1.de ns tua~~V1.ce in such situations should info~mally inq~1re int~ the
effe c 1.on, to ef feet an adjustment if possible, and if nox:i e 15
on . tea, to determine whether in its view formal proceedings to
en~~der his dismissal should be instituted.
If the commit~e e r e c ~mhe · that such proceedings should be begun, or if the president 0
inst·t
.
d t·
of the c om' t tee 1. ut1on, even after considering a recommen a ion
.
.
hat
favorable to the faculty member, expresses his conviction
a Proceeding should be undertaken, action should be commenced
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under the procedures which follow.
Except where there is disagreement, a statement with reasonable particularity of the grounds proposed for the dismissal should then be jointly formulated by the
president and the faculty committee; if there is disagreement, the
president or his representative should formulate the statement.

2.

Commencement of Formal Proceedings.

The formal proceedings should be commenced by a communication
addressed to the faculty member by the president of the institution,
i nforming the faculty member of the statement formulated, and informi ng him that, if he so requests, a hearing to determine whether h e
should be removed from his faculty position on the grounds stated
will be conducted by a faculty committee at a specified time and
place. In setting the date of the hearing, sufficient time should be
allowed the faculty member to prepare his defense. The faculty member should be informed, in detail or by reference to published regul ations, of the procedural rights that will be accorded to him. The
~aculty member should state in reply whether he wishes a hearing and,
i f so, should answer in writing, not less than one week before the
date set for the hearing, the statements in the president's letter.
3.

Suspension of the Faculty Member.

.
Suspension of the faculty member during the proceedings involvi ng him is justified only if immediate harm to himself or others is
t hreatened by his continuance. unless legal considerations forbid,
any such suspension should be with pay.

4.

Hearing Committee.

~h~ committee of faculty members to conduct the hearing and reach
.decision should either be an elected standing committee not pre;~~U~ly concerned with the case or a committee established as soon as
sible after the president's letter to the faculty member has been
:~:t. ~he choice of members of the hearing committee should be <;>n
wh· basis of their objectivity and competence and of the.regard in
l ch they are held in the academic community. The committee should
el ect i· t 8 own chairman.

a

s.

Committee
·
Proceeding.

gr 0 The committee should proceed by considering the statement of
unas f or dismissal already formulated, and the f acu lt Y member' s
respo
embense written before the time of the hearing. If the facu~ty
ca
r has not requested a hearing the committee should consider the
sh~~l~n the basis of the obtainabl~ information and decide whether h :
ittee b~ removed; otherwise the hearing should go forward. The com
Shou1a' 1.n consultation with the president and the faculty member,
l ie
exercise its judgment as to whether the hearing should be . pubness0r Private.
If any facts are in dispute, the testimony of wit~es~~e~n~ other evidence concerning the matter set for~h in the
t 8 letter to the faculty member should be received.
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The president should have the option of attendance during the
hearing. He may designate an appropriate representative to assist
in developing the case ; but the committee should determine the order
of proof, should normally conduct the questioning of witnesses, and,
if necessary, should secur e the presentation of evidence important to
the case.
The faculty member should have the option of assistants by
counsel, whose functions should be similar to those of the representative chosen by the president.
The faculty member should have the
additional procedural rights set forth in the 1940 Statement of
hinciples on Academic Freedom and Tenure, and s hould have the aid of
the committee, when needed in securing the attendance of witnesses.
The faculty member or his counsel and the representative designated
by the president should have the right, within reasonable limits, to
question all witnesses who testify orally. The faculty member should
have the opportunity to be confronted by all witnesses adverse to him.
Where unusual and urgent reasons move the hearing committee to withhold this right, or where the witness cannot appear, the identity of
the witness, as well as his statements, should nevertheless be disc~osed to the faculty member.
Subject to these safeguards, state~ents may when necessary be taken outside the hearing and reported to
1 ~·
All of the evidence should be duly recorded. Unless special
circumstances warrant, it should not be necessary to follow formal
rules of court procedure.

6.

Consideration by Hearing Committee.

b . The committee should reach its decision in conference, on the
tasis of the hearing.
Before doing so, it should give opportunity to
bhe faculty.member or his counsel and the represen~ative d~signated
/ the president to argue orally before it.
If written briefs would
e helpful, the committee may request them. The committee may pro~~:~ to. decision promptly, without having the record of the hearing
th· sen.bed, where it feels that a just decision can be reached by
he 18 .means; or it may await the availability of a transcript of the
e a~~n~ if its decision would be aided thereby. It should make
xp lc1.t findings with respect to each of the grounds of removal presented
· · t. y cone.ern i
'an d a reasoned opinion may be desirable.
Pu bl ici
a~io~he committee's decision may properly be withheld until co~sid~r. has been given to the case by the governing body of the instit Ution
· d 0f
th
• The president and the faculty member should be no t i· f ie
the decision in writing and should be given a copy of the record of
~earing• Any release to the public should be made through the
siaent • s off ice.

pr:
7.

Con s1.·a eration by Governing Body.

rep 0 tThe Presiden t should transmit to the governing body the full
·
·
tion r of th e hear i n g committee stating
its
ac t·o
i n. On the assumpfacu1~hat the governing board h~s accepted the princip7e of ~h~
wou1a y hearing committee, acceptance of the committees decision.
the ca normally be expected.
If the governing body chooses to ~eview
hearinse, its review should be based on the record of the pr7vious
g, accompanied by opportunity for argument, oral or written or
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both, by the principals at the hearing or their representatives.
The decision of the hearing committee should either be sustained or
the proceeding b e returned to the committee with objections specified.
In such a case the committee should reconsider, taking account of the
stated objections and receiving new evidence if necessary.
It should
frame its decision and communicate it in the same manner as before.
Only after study of the committee's reconsideration should the governing body make a final decision overruling the committee.
8.

Publicity.

Except for such simple announcements as may be required,
covering the time of the hearing and similar matters, public statements about the case by either the faculty member or administrative
officers should be avoided so far as possible until the proceedings
have been completed. Announcement of the final decision should
include a statement of the hearing committee's original action, if
this has not previously been made known.

Appendix IV
STATEMENT CONCERNING RESIGNATIONS, 1929
(A.A.U.P.)
Any provision in regard to notification of resignation by a
college teacher will naturally depend on the conditions of tenure
in the institution.
If a college asserts and exercises the right
to dismiss, promote, or change salary at short notice, or exercises
the discretion implied by annual contracts, it must expect that members of its staff will feel under no obligations beyond the legal
requirements of their contracts.
If, on the other hand, the institution undertakes to comply with the tenure specifications approved
by the Association of American Colleges, it would seem appropriate
for the members of the staff to act in accordance with the following
provision:
1. Notification of resignation by a college teacher ought, in
~ene al, to be early enough to obviate serious embarrassment to the
institution, the length of time necessarily varying with the circumstances of his particular case.

7

2. Subject to this general principle it would seem appropriate
that a professor or an associate professor should ordinarily give
~ot less than four months' notice and an assistant professor or
instructor not less than three months' notice.

3:

In regard to offering appointments to men in the service of
institutions, it is believed that an informal inquiry as to
; .ether a teacher would be willing to consider transfer under speciled conditions may be made at any time and without previous con~ultation with his superiors, with the understanding, however, that
if~ definite offer follows he will not accept it without giving such
notice as is indicated in the preceding provisions. He is at liberty
;~ a~k his superior officers to reduce, or waive, the notification
toq~ir~ments.t~ere specified, but he should be expected to conform
heir decision on these points.
0~her

4 · Violation of these provisions may be brought to the attention
f
~ubt~e o~ficers of the Association with the possibility of subs~quent
lication in particular cases after the facts are duly established.

TO:

General Faculty

SUBJECT:

Increase in total hours for Bachelor of Business
Administration Degree

The College faculty recently approved an increase in tot al
hours for the B.B.A. The newly recommended requirement i s
124 hours (plus 4 P.E.) as opposed to 120 hours now stipulat ed .
Total degree hours have been increased in order to accommodat e
the new data processing course, B.A. lOlL (to be r equirod of
all B.A. majors), without decreasing non-business electives .

Howard v. Finston
Dean of the College of
Business Administration

. summary vf Faculty Consideration of the Jon Michael Matter in the
J ne 1962 Faculty Meeting at Which the Colleges Were Presenting
Students to the Faculty for ~pproval for the Degree.
Dean Finston of ·
the College of Business Administration raised
the problem in the following manner: "Mr. Chairman, the list of
students who are candidates for degrees in the College of Business
Administration are listed on page 15. All of these students have
completed the academic requirements and have been certified by the
faculty of the college. One student, Mr. Jon Howard Michael, who
completed his degree requirements at the end of the first semester ,
has recently been subject to arrest. This raises the question of
oral turpitude and the question of just whether this should be
part of the graduation requirements. It was our feeling in the
college that, in view of the limited evidence that was available
to us and the lack of a written policy statement regarding any mor a l
requirements, it was our feeling that this matter should be reviewe d
and discussed by the general faculty rather than have action taken
b¥ the college faculty, so I move that this faculty approve the
li st for the degree and recommend to the Regents that these degrees
be granted."
~ an Finston's motion
was seconded and opened for discussion.
D~ . Sherman Smith commented on Michael as follows: "Mr. Chairman,
wi th respect to the point in the question regarding evidence in
re spect to Mr. Michael, I have access to a copy of his signed
s~a tement to the police.
I have it here. Mr. Michael is charged
wi th some 12 counts of grand larceny against the University, inclu d ing ~he theft of $3, 000 worth of equipment from KNME-TV, ~he
ultiple theft of examinations participation in the bombing of
several f raternity and sorority' houses. I have an origina
· · 1 signe
·
d
~~~~ of his statement, as I said.
The issue, I think, becomes . very
of . r here· While I do not want particularly to ar'?ue t~e merits
it'. I feel that the faculty should know what it is doing. The
que ~tion before us is whether a degree from the University of New
~Xl~o m7ans anything more whatever, in terms of the evaluation of
r/ 7nsti tut ion, than the completion of a specified set of course
qu irements with certain minimal grades·"
Profes
h
t aling
of e s~r Jorrin asked whether the student confessed to t e s e
askexaminations and Dr. Smith responded, "Yes·" Professor R7e~e
and d Whether the case was in the hands of the public author: tie~
atto~r · Smith responded that the case was pending.with t~e di st:1.ct
that ney · Professor Reeve asked II Isn't it true in Americ~n la
resp a man is innocent until he is proved guilty?" Dr. Smith
ls ~~~d, "Well, I presume it is unless, of course, he says he
l. ty and is believed."
Profess
·
h
t · on
ari se or Mellae commented:
"Even if proved guilty, t 7 ques 1
ay h s ~hether a degree from the University of New Mexico me~ns . we
eache ~s a good citizen and doesn't steal. I think all w7 ° 15
e ei t~lm certain things and he either fulfills those require~ent s ...
so far er is a good student or not -- never mind what he stea s - as the Un1vers1ty
.
.
. concerne.
d "
is
Profess 0
· d
ble differenc:e · r Huber said: "It seems to me there is consi era .
h
egre in taking back what we have given and knowingly granting ~ at
e after the person had done the things he has been accuse

2
of. .•. We expel students from this institution for moral turpitude,
which we decide on our own by the Student Standards Cornrni ttee, or
by expulsion other than for academic reasons .... If we decide we
do not have the right to deny a degree if the student has completed
all requirements, it seems to me that going through this annual
meeting of the faculty here is ridiculous if it is merely a matter
of certifying that the student has met all the catalog requirements
of course requirements. This I can't see, causing all of us to
come in here to say, "aye, " "aye, " "aye.
I presume there is something more involved -- at least, I would hope so.
11

11

Professor Bundy asked about the other student who was involved,
(X) *
Dr. Smith responded that (X) *
had withdrawn from the
University voluntarily. Professor Bundy asked further whether
there would be anything in the record to show voluntary withdrawal.
Dr, Smith responded there would be nothing on the permanent record
but the student would not be able to return to the University without conferring with the Student Standards Cornrni ttee prior to admission and in the case he tried to get into another university the
~her university would be referred to the office of the Dean of
~n for a report when the other university asked for a transcript.
Professor Rafferty asked whether Michael had appeared before the
S~udent Standards Cammi ttee. Dr. Smith replied that he had i:iot
since he was not a student at the time the problem came to light·
Professor Huber asked whether the theft of examinations and some
other thefts occurred while Michael was a student and Dean Smith
responded, "Yes."
H ~his point Professor Wollman moved to amend Dean Finston' 5
motion to strike out the name of Jon Michael. Professor Vernon
sec on ded. Professor Russell asked what the result of t h e ac t ion
·
would be and whether it would mean that Michael would never get
~~gree or that it would be postponed indefinitely. ~r~f~ssor
e ~m~n responded that there would always be some possibility 0 ~
pe~it~on at a future date.
"All we are saying is that he do~s~ t
\ . hi~ degree in June, 196 2, but I don't know what further im
p icat1on there is."

:~~f!ssor Reeve asked what kind of charges against the student the
of u ty ~ould be basi~ their judgment upon --"Burglary? Charges
allst:aling examinations?" Dr. Smith responded:
"I could read this
fac~lt two-page, single-spaced, statement to the police' ~f s!h:
that Y feels it is necessary and germaine. The statemen.
Y. t
bui1a' ·together with {X)* Mr Michael entered numerous universi Y
.
'
·
ings
t
KNME-TV a camera was
stolen
'. s o 1 e equipment therefrom. From
re also
stat which he later took to New York and sold· . There a.
tions
althements to the effect that he engaged in stealing exa~iz:ia d
'
Know~Ugh he says never for himself -- it was always for riebnl~· e
ing hi ·
I am inclined to e iev
that. T . s 7ntellectual accomplishments,
1 0 of course,
his is the gist of the statement. There was a 5 '

~-;:;:-:--------Pen~7fers to a student who

was involved against whom charges are
othe1rng downtown. It 1.· s the Policy Cornrni ttee' s hope that names . of
std
h f culty discussion
and th u ents involved can be omitted from t e a
reference tat some generality like "the others" be used when some
0 other people involved in the matter is necessary.

J

the matter of possession of keys to most of the university buildings:•
Professor Dabney commented:
"Dr. Reeve made a point earlier, and
I think a good one, that a man is innocent until found guilty by
the court, but I believe Dr. Wollman' s motion is a good one, because
in withholding the degree at this time we are giving the student a
chance to be considered for a degree later on if found innocent -if not found gui 1 ty.
11

Dr. Smith responded:
"There is just one small point there. The
police are not interested -- the District Attorney is not interested in the theft of examinations from faculty offices and there
are a number of things admitted to in the statement by Mr. Michael
of which he is not charged before the law. He is charged before
the law with felonies whenever taking of equipment from the
University buildings was involved . That is the extent of the
criminal charges.
11

Dr. Reeve responded:
"That is getting at the point I am getting at.
Those acts you call felonies, they have to be passed on by a court
0 ~ l~w.
We are not privileged to do that. Acts within our jurisdicti~n on the campus, such things as stealing examination papers -~ow, is stealing examination papers sufficient provocation for denying a degree? Just how severe have been our punishments in the
past for such activities. 11

The
P mO t·ion made earlier by Professor Wollman and secon d e d b Y
rofessor Vernon was then carried.
II.

Analysis of Law Enforcement Treatment of Michael.

a c A. C<;>nfession - - On April 25, 1962 Jon Howard Micha71 signed
onfession to the Albuquerque Police Department. Pertinent
portions of that confession (with names of any others involved
deleted) are as follows:
1 · 11 (X) decided he wanted a chair and we picked up two,
;hi~h were returned about a week later to the University
8 1 ce Station. After this we went to the Anthropology
Ullding and acquired one or two tape recorders and on
the way out, (X) picked up a calculator."

°~

2 · "We then went to the KNME-TV Building and picked
up a Bolex camera and a stereo set and then left. We
~S~d keys in all of the above instances to enter the
Ulldings. 11
3 • "I took the camera to California during Easter
~cation, 1961, and kept it throughout the semes~er .
.
ra~n 1 returned to New York for the surruner, I shipped it
t ilway express to my home in Binghamton , Ne~ York. I
a~ok some pictures and then decided to sell it. 1
l tempted to sell it to several camera shops, but had no
f~ck~ I asked my parents to advertise in the newspapers
fr~ its sale. During the first semester of 196!, a
c lend of the family ... observed my father using th7
u~~ra and offered him $300. My father said to wait
11 I returned for Christmas vacati~n for my o.k.

21

-t

When I returned to New York for vacation, December 1961
my father advised me of the offer. I agreed to the sale
and {Y) paid my father and my father gave me $100 cash
and paid $200 for the car which I bought at that time."
•

'

I

4.
"About four months later Officer {Z) noted (X)
at the Delta Delta Delta Sorority house and brought
charges against him to the Student Standards Committee
of which I was secretary.
I reported to the Standards
Committee that (X) had been with me that evening ....
(X) was acquitted."
(From other portions of the confession it was clear
that X was not with Mr. Michael on the night that he
reported that X was with him to the Student Standards
Committee.)
5.
"Those keys I told you about were used to enter
offices and copy test answers but not for ourselves. We
obtained them for fraternity brothers."
B.

Michael's treatment in the Bernalillo County courts:

1. Sometime between April 25, 1962 and September 25,
1962 a complaint was filed against Mr. Michael in which
an Albuquerque police officer {who had witnessed the
c~nfe~sion) charged five counts of breaking and entering
with intent to commit larceny and three counts of grand
larceny. The police officer swore on his information and
belief that Michael had broken and entered: (a) KNME
Television Station, {b) Chemistry Building, (c) Mitchell
Hall, (d) Marron Hall, (e) Anthropology Building. The
Police officer also swore that to his information and
belief Michael had stolen:
(a) property from KNME
Te~evision Station, (b) an Opaque projector, and {c) other
unidentified property from U.N.M .
. 2. On September 25, 1962, the District Attorney
f~led an information (No. 16091) accusing Jon Howard
Michael of one count grand larceny, charging that on
February 5, 1962 Michael had stolen personal property
exceeding the value of $50.00 belonging to KN.ME
Television Station .
. 3. On September 28, 1962 Michael pled guiltf in
district court.
Judge Tackett deferred sentencing .
. 4 · On October 1, 1962 Michael withdrew th7 pl7a 0 ~
9Uilty and a plea of not guilty was entered, in district
court with Judge Mac!'herson sitting.
5 · On .oc.tober 5, 1962, Judge Macpherson deferred
action
- ld keep in touch
.
on the case and indicate d h e wou
With the adult probation officer.
6 · On June 13, 1963, the adult probation offi~er filed
a _memorandum with the District Attorney recommending a
dismissal of the case.

1-. 2
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7. On June 14, 1963, the case was dismissed by Judge
McManus with reasons stated:
(a) defendant in no trouble
since placed on probation, and (b) defendant is being inducted into military service~
III.

Michael's Treatment at the University.

A. When Michael was arrested (April 26, 1962) he was no
longer a student at the University. He had completed his degree
requirements at the end of the first semester of 1961-62. Therefore,
Michael's case was not taken before the Student Standards Cornrni ttee.

B. The first official action relative to Mr. Michael was taken
by the faculty in the June 1962 meeting which is summarized in Part
I of this Summary (refusal to grant degree in June 1962 commencement).
C. In May of 1963 (before final disposition of the case in
t~e district court) Michael petitioned President Popejoy to receive
his degree in the June, 1963, commencement.
President Popejoy
refer 7ed the request to the Policy Committee. On May 15, 1963,
a rnot 7on that the Policy Committee recommend to the faculty that
Jon Michael be granted his degree in the June, 1963 commencement
was ~efeated. President Popejoy was informed of the Policy
Cornrn1 ttee I s decision.

D. On October 21, 1963, Mr. Michael again requested he be
granted his degree by sending President Popejoy the following
letter:
1029 Front Street
Binghamton, New York
October 21, 1963

~~iv;ho~as Popejoy, President
Alb rsi ty of New Mexico
uquerque, New Mexico
Dear President Popejoy:

ton

If there were a drowning victim floundering helpl~ssl¥ in
wou 1~ of me, I would know exactly what to do to save his life and
that :eact immediately--yet I know not how to begin this letter
sev rnight salvage a portion of my own. I have decided, after
fee~~n hours of frustration, simply to attempt to convey my personal
gs along with the facts in the only way that I can.
at th! realize that the incident to which I was a party' if det~cted
et·
·
d' t expulsion
I sine ime, would have been ample grounds for irnrne ia e
.
·
Whi ch erely and deeply regret the embarrassment and reflection
~ePerthe.University of New Mexico was subjected to on my.account.
rny tnor still is the contempt I harbor for myself as a traitor . to . les
to be ~l and ethical code--for I subconsciously allo~ed my prin~~ls
to rne :anscended by the former code of a small ethnic group·
'
' l s unforgivable--and, thank the Good Lord, unforgettable.
rne a ~n June 14, 1963, the civil authorities in Al~uquerque gave
second chance" by dismissing all charges against me· I

0

inunediately re-applied to the Marine Corps for consideration in
their officer selection program. As the Officer Selection Officer
has informed Dean Mathany, possession of a degree is mandatory to
attendance at an Officer Candidate Course. I have been accepted
to the program commencing in March of 1964--contingent on the
award of my degree at the present time, which, I understand is
not homogenous with University policy.
I humbly beseech the Faculty Policy Committee and you,
President Popejoy, to grant the degree I did honestly earn,
though erroneously completed, either now or retroactive to June
of 1963. Please - please, give me this chance to salvage something of the past on which to stand so that I may profit from my
mistake, be a wiser man for it, and begin to live again - and
pray for a decent future.
Sincerely yours,
/s/

Jon Howard Michael

cc: Dean Howard V. Mathany
E. . President Popejoy sent the letter to the Policy Commi~tee.
The. P~licy Committee sought the attitude of the College of Busi.nes.

A~n1stration concerning Michael. Dean Howard Finston sent the
Policy Committee the following statement: "Early ~n June ~ 1~62) ,
the faculty of the College of Business Administration certified
~o the.general faculty that Mr. Michael had completed al~
cadem1c requirements for a B.B.A. degree. At that meeting,
the College of Business Administration took the position that .
the. charge of moral turpitude raised against Mr· Michael required
~eview and action by the general faculty rather than by the
acuity of any one college.

·
f"At the request of the Policy Committee the Business
School
J~ulty m7t last Tuesday (Nov. 18) to consider once again th~
th hael s1 tuation.
The position of the College faculty remains
co: same as it was two years ago: namely, that Mr· Michael has
fa~ieted his catalog requirements, and that since the . general
th' ty denied his degree on other grounds, future action on
is matter properly rests with the general faculty."
• On November 27
1963 the Policy Cammi ttee adopted ~
a11 10n to present the m~tter to the General Faculty along wi1~
Conun~elevant and proper information. A motion to poll the Policy
Vias 1a ttee relative to a recommendation to be made to the Facu ty
efeated.

lllot ·

